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Figures for the article by Conrad Murphy & Max Lab on the application of computational methods In the analysis of 
cardiac events 
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Figt2 Fourframes of a computersimulation of depolarisationin the sinus node. The model consistsof the integrationof 640 sets ofequations describing single cell 
electrophysiology.Such integrationof complicated single cell models would not be possible without powerful computers. 

Fig 4 Targetingof steady state in a Lornz attractor.Blue trajetory without control;red trajectorywith control. (FromShinbrot et al, 1993, with permission.) 
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gW Action Points 

Affiliates Payment of renewal fees for 
the year 1993-94 should be sent to the 
Administration Office before the end of 
September. Rates are as shown on the 
back of the Affiliation form Included in 
this issue. 

sKing's College London Meeting 
Abstracts my be submitted between 
September and 1 Oober. 

Bristol Meeting Abstracts may be 

submitted between 8 and 18November. 

MSc Burses The next dosing date for 

applications Is30 November. 

BURSARIES 

The Physiological Society has allocated a sum of 
£10,000 for the support of graduates who wish to 
enrol in MSc courses in Physiology (including 
Human Physiology, Applied Physiology, 
Neurophysiology etc), or graduates in Physiology 
wishing to take courses relevant to the development 
of their careers in physiological sciences, and who 
are unable to obtain any LEA support for fees, 
subsistence etc. No grant will exceed £2,000 and 
this support should be viewed as "seed funding". 

Eligibility 

Science graduates of UK institutions, especially 
those wishing to enter Physiology as a new 
discipline, who are accepted for entry into courses 
leading to the award of the degree of MSc. 

Awards 

The maximum allowable will be 2,000 and not 
more than a single award can be made to an 
individual. 

Applications 
Applications can be made twice a year (deadlines 
31 May and 30 November) and applicants must 
provide a completed application form, together 
with a letter of recommendation from the Head of 
the department in which they graduated, and a 
letter of acceptance from the course director or 
Head of the department in which they seek to 
study. The application will contain a question 
relating to the candidate's career objectives. 

Evaluation 

Where more than one candidate is an applicant for 
the same course, the course organiser will also be 
asked to rank those applicants, although that 
information will count only as a reference point 
and will not be binding on the committee. 

Application formsare available from theSociety's 
Administration Office, PO Box 506,OXFORDOX1 
3XE, tel (0865) 798498, fax (0865) 798092. 

AWARDS IN TOXICOLOGY & ECOTOXICOLOGY 

The Wellcome Trust wishes to promote research in molecular and 

cellular aspects of toxicology, including the development of in vitro 
model systems for investigating the effects of toxicology, defined for 

this purpose as "the study of how extraneous chemical and physical 

agents cause deleterious effects on living systems"; and to support 
environment-related research in ecotoxicology, defined for this 

purpose as "the studyof the harmful effects of extraneous chemicals 
(xenobiotics) upon ecosystems", focusing on the molecular 
mechanisms whereby xenobiotics exert their toxic influences on 
living systems and on the molecular mechanisms by which affected 
organisms and cells develop resistance to them. Project grants are 
also available for work in toxicology (but not in ecotoxicology). 

Postdoctoral Research Fellowships 

Tenable for up to three years in an appropriate academic institution 
in the UK orEire. Candidates must have been engaged in research in 
the UK or Eire for the previous three years. Candidates who have 
experience in a relevant scientific disciplineand now wish todevelop 
a career in toxicology or ecotoxicology are particularly encouraged 

to apply; such applications should include details of the training to 
be provided during the Fellowship. Proposals from postdoctoral 
toxicologists and ecotoxicologists who wish to develop an 
independent research programmeare also welcomed. Salary will be 
based on the Trust's Fellowship scales, which are aligned to the 
national academic scales. Closing date for return of completed 
application forms: 10 December 1993. 

Research Studentships 
Tenable for three years in an appropriate academic institution in the 
UK or Eire. Applicants should have (or expect to attain) at least a 
Class 11(i) degree in an appropriate subject. Stipend and research 

expenses will be at the advantageous level offered to holders of 
Wellcome Prize Studentships. Closing date for return of completed 
application forms: 10 February 1994. 
Further details and application forms from: Dr Therese McCall, The 
Wellcome Trust, 183 Euston Road, London NWI 2BE, tel (071) 611 
8524, fax (071) 611 8545 
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PHYSIOLOGY AT SOUTHAMPTON 
_biophysical,The present Department

ofTh ysiology &----
of Physiology & 
Pharmacology at 
Southampton evolved 
from the department of 
Zoology, following the 
appointment, in 1952, of 

Munday as a lecturer inCmndaaaet e in 
Comparative Physiology. Two years later, a second 
lecturer, Dr (later Professor) G A Kerkut, was 
appointed and a subdepartment of Physiology & 
Biochemistry formed, which admitted its first group 
of eight undergraduates in 1956.The subdepartment 
subsequently separated from Zoology to become an 
independent department in 1958. With recognition 
that the line between physiology and pharmacology 
was frequently a fine one and that students of 
physiology needed to be taught sound pharma-
cological principles, a lecturer in Pharmacology was 
appointedin1965.WiththeadventofthenewMedical 
School, this was followed, in1971,bytheestablishment 
of a chair in Pharmacology. Considerable expansion 
of the department followed, such that by the mid 
1970s there were four professors,eight seniorlecturers 
and 15 lecturers (including four pharmacologists at 
that time). In 1976 the University decided to re-
organise the department into a school of Biochemical 
& Physiological Sciences, with four professorial 
groups: Biochemistry, Nutrition, Physiology & 
Pharmacology and Neurophysiology. With the 
formation of theSchool of Biological Sciences in 1990, 
Physiology & Pharmacology and Neurophysiology 
were amalgamated into the current Department of 
Physiology &Pharmacology. This is made up of two 
professors, six senior lecturers, nine lecturers and 
four experimental officers. In addition there are nine 
research and teaching fellows, 

The Department is housed in the BiomedicalSciences 
Building which was opened in 1971 following the 

establishment of the Medical School.This is situated 
about half a mile from the University site and about 
1.5 miles from the main teaching hospital, 
Southampton General Hospital. The Biomedical 
Sciences BuildingalsocontainsBiochemistry,Clinical
Pharmacology, Human Nutrition, Human Morph-ology and Biology. 

Research within the Department 

Early research in physiology centred around the 
interests of Professor Munday, an endocrinologist, 
and Professor Kerkut, an invertebrate neuroscientist. 
These two research areas have been maintained and 
developed over the past 40 years. Currently the 
Department's research is centred around two main 
research groups: Neuroscience and Cellular & 
Molecular Pharmacology. 
Neuroscience 

Our central interest is in the mechanisms involved in 
synaptic function and plasticity, principally using in 
vitrotechniquesonbothmammalianand invertebrate 
central nervous system preparations. The spectrum 

of research ranges from the theoretical, through 

to the physiological. Externally funded 
research currently in progress includes Professor 
Wheal's Wellcome Trust, Action Research and MRC 
funded research into the neurophysiological factors 
underlying epileptiform behaviour in mammalian 
CNS. Dr Chad's SERC funded research investigates 
the modulation and spatial localisations of voltage
gated calcium channels in CNS neurones. The 

Department has a confocal laserscanning microscopy 
facility, provided in part by MRC and SERC support
to Dr Chad and Professor Wheal, and financing for a 
dedicated imaging laboratory. This powerful 
technology has been madewidely available underthe 
auspices of the Biosciences Imaging Group directed 
by Dr Chad. Complementary computational analysis 
and data visualisation techniquesarebeingdeveloped, 
underanSERC sponsored initiative, to producea pre
eminent facility. 

Cellular & Molecular Pharmacology 
The common thread of our interests is the elucidation 
of the mechanisms of signal transduction. Targeted 
research includes: Dr Garland's Wellcome funded 
investigations of the control of smooth muscle cells in 
the cerebral vasculature; Dr Warner's Wellcome and 
National Asthma Campaign funded research into the 
pharmacologyofleukocytecellactivation;DrPeddie's 
Birthright and AFRC funded research into the 
endocrinology of ovarian cells; and Dr Fox's SERC, 
CRC and Lister Institute funded research into the 
interactions of anti-tumour drugs with DNA. 
Collaborative research 

Severalaspects oftheDepartment's research areclosely 
associated with work In other groups within the 
Medical Faculty. Dr Sundstrom collaborates with Mr 
Iannotti (Clinical Neurophysiology at the General 
Hospital)on the mechanisms of neuronaldegeneration 
in ischaemia. Extending studies on mammalian CNS 
synaptic function and plasticity, Professor Wheal and 
Dr Sundstrom, in collaboration with Dr Mitchell 

(Human Morphology), are developing organotypic 
cultures allowing the direct investigation of the 
processes involved in degeneration and reactive 
synapse formation. The validity of these experimental 
models can be tested by complementary studies on 
human hippocampal and cortical tissue, particularly
fromepilepticand Alzheimer'sdisease patients.These 
studies will necessitate development of a human cell 

culture facility, which will also be available to other 

groups in the Department. Correct cell-cell signalling 
requires control of the localisation, numbers and 
functioning of membrane proteins, within the 
neurones. Dr Chad is studying the biophysical and 
structural aspects using new laser-based imaging 
techniques, while Dr Foreman is using molecular 
biological techniques to identify the cytoskeletal 
proteins involved in channel aggregations, and the 
mechanisms controlling channel turnover. Three
dimensional images of neuronal morphology, and 
functional distribution of membrane proteins are 
analysed using computational modelling, allowing 
greater understanding of neuronal function and 
dysfunction in disease states. DrBagust, inconjunction 



withProfessorKerkut, hasdevelopedanadultisolated 
spinal cord preparation to study the physiology and 
pharmacology of the cord. In a recent development 
supported by the Wellcome Trust, the preparation 
has been extended to include the brainstem, and 
investigations into the descending pain control 
systems are under way. Dr Bagust is collaborating 
with Professor V R Edgerton (Department of 
Kinesiology, UCLA), using the isolated spinal cord 
preparation to investigate the recovery of motor 
function following spinal transection. 
An interest in endocrinology is maintained through 

is used as a model system to investigate the 
mechanisms of action of a number of peptides which 
have been recently isolated from invertebrate nerve 
tissue. This work is done in conjunction with Dr 
Sharma (Biochemistry, Southampton), who 
collaborates in the synthesis of novel peptide 
sequences, and Professor Muneoka (Hiroshima 
University, Japan). 
Undergraduate teaching 

The Department of Physiology & Pharmacology is a 
member of the faculties of both Medicine and Scienceand is responsible for a very wide range of 

the research of Dr Peddle andDr Noble. DrPeddle, inanisrpoibefravywdeagefr~edieandDr~bleDr~ddi~inthe eserchof undergraduate and postgraduate teaching courses. 
collaboration with Professor Thomas (Southampton 

General Hospital), is studying the control of 

reproductive epithelia, including ovarian cells by 

growth factors: particularly cytokines, peptides and 

vitamin D/PTHRPas localeffectors ofgrowth control. 

Thisknowledgeisvitaltoanunderstandingofnormal 
cell proliferation and the failure of control which 

produce neoplasia. Dr Noble is currently working on 

renin secretion and the role of nitric oxide pathways 
intheregulationofreninsecretion.Anotheraspectof 
this research involves the intracellular control 
mechanisms for renin release during onset of renal 
failure and diabetes. The Department has a further 
collaboration with the General Hospital through the 
work of Dr Warner with Professor Holgate. This 
involves studies into intracellular signalling in 
leucocytes and mastcells and the roleof such processes 
in the onset of chronic inflammatory diseases such as 
asthma. The aim of this work is to identify novel 
targets for therapeutic intervention. Dr Foreman has 
a collaboration with Professor Carrell's group at 
Cambridge, working on the structure/factor 
relationships among the serpin family of protease 
inhibitors. 

The Department has an interest in cancer research 
through the development of potential anti-cancer 
and anti-viral agents through design and analysis of 
compounds which bind to DNA. DrFox's research on 
the specificity of binding is aimed at the possibility of 
inactivating particular genes and is based on the 
binding of oligonucleotides to long DNA sequences. 
Dr Horn and Dr Thomas are investigating the 
mechanisms associated with the cellular uptake of 
zinc, with particular reference to the role of amino 
acids. This work is in conjunction with Dr Ellory, 
Oxford. 

The Department's tradition of invertebrate neuro-
physiologyand pharmacology is maintained through 
work on nematode and molluscan brain and muscle 
preparations. Little is known regarding the physiology 
of the nematode nervous system and the pioneering 
research of Dr Holden-Dye and Dr Williams will 
provide thebasis for the rational development of new 
anthelmintics, targeted at the central nervous system. 
Thiswork is carried out in conjunction with DrBagust 
and Professor Walker and is supported by the 
Wellcome Trust and the SERC. In collaboration with 
Professor Thorndyke (Royal Holloway and Bedford 
New College), work is in progress to isolate and 
sequence new peptides fromparasitic helminths with 
support from the AFRC. The Helix brain preparation 

These include, at undergraduate level, science 

students,medicalstudents,nursesandstudentsunder 
training for a number of paramedical disciplines. In 

addition, the Department is responsible for an Msc 

addition the mis rspolor ahes 
course in Biochemical Pharmacology, teaches 

postgraduate science students and contributes to 

postgraduate medical training. 

Science students 
The Department is part of the Honours School of 
Biochemistry and Physiology. This comprises the 
departments of Biochemistry, Human Nutrition, and 
Physiology and Pharmacology. Currently the intake 
to this School is 92 students per yearand the first year 
forms a foundation course with modules in 
Biochemistry, Physiology, Nutrition, Biology and 
Chemistry. In addition, students can study a wide 
rangeof mathematics courses, psychology, languages, 
and many arts-based modules. The system allows 
students to sample a range of modules prior to 
committing themselves to a particular named degree. 
Within theHonoursSchool thereare2l nameddegrees 
ranging from single honours Physiology, 
Pharmacology and Biochemistry, to joint honours 

degrees with a major and minor component. All our 
studentsundertakea finalyearpracticalproject;many 
studentstakingPhysiologyorPharmacologydegrees 
areencouraged toundertakewholeanimal physiology 
practicals involvingphysiological measurements from 
anaesthetised mammals. The degrees with 
"Pharmacology" in the title have an optional 
"sandwich" year which is spent in industry. Our 
degrees provide an excellent basis for a career in 
research. 
Recent years have seen continued development and 
innovation in our teaching programmes. The 

development of multi-role work stations in the first 
and second yearpractical laboratoriesnotonlyprovide 
state of the art data acquisition systems for on-line 
recording and analysis of experimental data but also 
incorporate fully interactive physiological databases 
for comparisons with previous work. Applications 
range from analyses of phenomena such as neuronal 
conduction, reflex skeletal muscle activation and 
electrocardiography in humans using non-invasive 
recording techniques to interactive functional
histology tutorials utilising high quality real-image 
graphics. These developments receive a high priority 
within the Department and are attracting external 
support (The Royal Humane Society). Such ideas, 
alongwith in-housedeveloped technology in practical 



teaching, are also attracting increasing interest from 
other departments of Physiology, including some 
within the University of London and the University 
of Liverpool. 

In the second year, laboratory practicals are 
complementedby library projects which are designed 
todevelop study skills in Physiology to a professional 
level. Students research theliteratureona topicduring 
the term and submit a written dissertation outlining 
the development of the subject and the current state 
of knowledge. Finally, they present a summaryof the 
material to their colleagues as a ten minute talk in a 
research seminar environment. 
The research project in the third year commands a 

high commitment in contact hours and funds but is 

viewed by both staff and students as an important 
and rewardingpartoftheundergraduateprogramme. 
Joining a research group and working in a genuine 
research environment for 15-20 weeks, the student 
has an opportunity to gain first hand experience of 
the profession and often makes a valuable contribution 
to the research of the Department. 

Medical students 
The course for medical students in Southampton is 
unique. Traditionally, Physiology is taught as one of 
a series of separate disciplines inthe first two years of 
a medical course. In our systems-based approach, 
physiology, along with pathology, basic clinical 
medicine and, latterly, anatomy, are taught in an 
integrated fashion. A recent preliminary report, the 
General Medical Council's Recommendations on 
UndergraduateMedical Education, published in May 
1991, advocates such integration of the basic medical 
sciences and the adoption of problem-based learning 
methods. We know that changing to this style of 
teaching is posing very considerable problems in 
other universities but Southampton has pioneered 
this approach over the past 20 years. 

A systems-based course is complex to organise and a 
great deal of effort has to be expended by the course 
co-ordinator to make the systems course work 
effectively. Small group problem-based teaching is 
widelyused.SincetheinceptionoftheMedicalSchool, 
the Physiology & Pharmacology department has 
provided abouthalf thesystemscourseco-ordinators 
and the Department has contributed greatly to the 
currentsuccessof theprogramme. Theundergraduate 
curriculum for the first two years in medicine has 
been subjected to two major reviews since the course 
commenced, in 1977 and in 1988. The most recent 
working party was chaired by DrThomas, a member 
of the Physiology & Pharmacology department. 

Postgraduate teaching 

The Department has a highly successful MSc course 

in Biochemical Pharmacology, which was initiated 

about 25 years ago by Professor G A Kerkut. The 

objectof the course is to admit wellqualified students 
with a degree background teinin Chemistry, Biology, 

time). All students are given the opportunity of 
carryingout their4.5 month full time research project 
in industry, with one of the companies with which we 
have well-established links (eg Glaxo, MSD, Parke-
Davis, Pfizer and SmithKline Beecham). Our post
trainingemployment record is excellent and a majority 
of the students pursuing their projects in industry are 
subsequently offered permanent employment with 
the company. The course receives SERC recognition 
(itisa "starred" course) and wecurrently have a quota 
of three Advanced Course Studentships, which we 
award to students with Firsts or top 2(i) degrees. For 
1993/94, we have been awarded a grant of f22,000 
from the European Social Fund as general support forrungthcose
 
nnng the course. 

PhD students are registered in either the Science or 
Medical faculty of the University depending upon 
their research field. The training provided for the 
Department's postgraduate students of both faculties 
is identical. In addition to the normal procedures of 
supervision, the postgraduates write a mini-thesis at 
theend of theirsecond yearwhich is assessed by three 
academic staff with the aid of a viva examination. 
Depending on the result of the assessment, the 
student's course is terminated, maintained as MPhil, 
or upgraded to PhD.There are at this time no formal 
teaching courses for postgraduate students but they 
areexpected topresenttheirworkregularlyatweekly 
departmental seminars. In their third year, students 
present their work at a formal symposium. Overseas 
postgraduates are usually required to attend selected 
third year units. 
In this article I have tried toprovide somebackground 
information on the teaching and research interests of 
the Department and now extend an invitation to 
Members of the Society to attend the Southampton 
Meeting. 

Robert Walker 

THE STEPHEN PAGET LECTURER: 
SALVADOR MONCADA Moncad 

Reproducedby 
The SouthamptonMeeting marksthefirst symposiumheld curtesyof the 
jointlybetwen theSocietyandtheResearchDefenceSociety public Relations 
(RDS). The Stephen Paget Lecture will be given at the Photo Libnay, 
Meeting by SalvadorMoncada, introducedbelow by John The Weilcome 
Vane. FoundationLtd 
Salvador Moncada came 
to this country in 1971 to 
work as one of my PhD 
students in the Pharma
cology department of the 
Royal College of 

Surgeons of England.
Two weeks earlier, we 
had disere ta 

aspirin inhibits the 

biosynthesis of prosta
glandins,research a which heofin topic 

Physiology or Medical Sciences and to train them in enthusiastically joined
 
Pharmacology, so that they are well equipped for and helped enormously
 
careers in the pharmaceutical industry. Competition to develop.
for entry onto the course is very high and this year 
there are 17 students registered (including one part 



It was soon clear that Salvador was an exceptional 
person with the potential of becominganoutstanding 
scientist. He fulfilled that potential very quickly and, 
aftertheaward of his PhD, returned forayearto work 
in central America. He then rejoined me, by which 
time I had moved to become group Research and 
Development Director at the Wellcome Foundation 
Ltd. Salvador came as leader of our prostaglandin 
research group and it was under his day-to-day 
guidance that so many new and important principles 
were discovered in the field of fatty acid metabolism. 
His contributions were pivotal to the discovery of 
thromboxane synthetase, the first thromboxane 
synthetase inhibitors and most importantly of 
prostacyclin. Together, we also studied the fatty acid 
precursors of prostaglandins and put forward the 
hypothesis that eicosapentanoic acid, found in fish 
and fish oils, would divert prostaglandin metabolism 
in such a way as to produce an anti-thrumboticeffect. 
Thedietary recommendations toeat more fish(orfish 
oil) were largely reinforced by this scientific discovery. 

UCL REVISITED 

Manning the 
registrationdesk. 
(JanetGrylls and 
herteam) 

Dr Moncada's most outstanding achievements relate 
toendothelium-derived relaxing factor(EDRF) which 
he identified as nitric oxide. He has been pre-eminent 
in this field for several years and is now recognised 
internationally as the leading figure for the whole 
burgeoning field. Dr Moncada's discovery of the 
argininenitricoxidepathwayandhisuseof inhibitors 
to show that nitric oxide formation controls normal 
blood pressure has revolutionised our views of the 
physiology of the cardiovascular system. Largely 
through his work, thegas nitric oxide now sits squarely 
alongside theclassical transmittersubstances such as 
amines, peptides, steroids and prostaglandins. 
There seems no end to the expansion of the nitric 
oxide field intoso manybranches ofbiology, including 
immunology and neurotransmission and I have no 
doubtthatSalvadorMoncada willcontinuetogenerate 
work of great significance. His contributions have 
already received high recognition from all around the 
world. 

John Vane 

Preparinga 
Demonstration 

Entertainingthe 
Meetings 
Secretary. (Jim 
Gillespieand 
Roger Woledge) 

Deliveringan OralCommunication. 
(Derek Terrar) 

Checking a Poster 
Communication 

e o e 



Oral Communications at Society Meetings 

Dear Sir 

In oral presentations to other societies, descriptive 
and cartoonslidesarefrequentlyusedbysomepeopl. 
I write to protest that this practice is becoming more 
common at Meetings of The Physiological Society, to 
their detriment. The restriction to six slides is one of 
the rules which I should like to see reinstated (it is 
presently ignored) because it would eliminate 
descriptive slides detailing the aims of the study, 
methods etc. This information is better conveyed 
verbally because it is not possible to read a slide and 
listentoaspeakersimultaneously.Theworstoffender, 
in my view, isa summary slide which the speaker then 
reads aloud, inevitably more slowly than the eye can 
follow and not quite word for word! Please can slides 
for oral communications be restricted to data and 
necessary illustrations only? 

GeorgeHart 

Animals and Tissues In Teaching 

Dear Sir 

I suspect that most academic departments of 
physiology are presently debating two matters of 
importance: (I)theefficiencyof theirteachingmethods; 

the use of animals or animal tissues in teaching. I 
am told that manyof theold practicalscanbeeffidently 
replaced with computer simulations and that the tide 
of opinion amongst undergraduates will force this 
upon us anyway. 

(ii) 


Financial constraints, increased student numbers and 
the urgent need to develop a realistic workload for 
medicaland dental students may well bean irresistible 
force that will reduce the provision of complex 
practicals for them. However, can this be allowed to 
happen to Physiology or Neuroscience BSc courses? I 
sincerely hope not. 

The debate in my department would be much better 
ifwehad someinformationabout whatwas happening 
in the rest of the country. Are animal or tissue based 
practicals a thing of the past? Do the majority of 
departments still give practicals to BSc students and 
how many? 

This information will notbe made readily available to 
an individual due to its sensitive nature and seems to 
me to be an ideal and valuable task for the Animal 
Welfare Sub-Committee. Could I please ask that a 
survey identifies what the views are in Britain? 

Malcolm Roberts 
the Chairman of the Animal Welfare Sub-

ply fromte 
Commitee~thorizontally). 

A recent initiativeof the Animal Welfare Sub-Committee 
(AWS, inconjunction with the Education &Information 

The Journal of Physlology: format change 

Dear Sir 

It is ironical that The Journal of Physiology should 
choose to change to a format in which it could no 
longer print Hodgkin &Huxley (1952) to satisfactory 
typographical standards. The change to double 
columns means not only that long equations cannot 
be printed satisfactorily, but the smaller print size 
means that even common simple expressions, like 

_t/ti
 
e 

cannot be printed well - the subscript i,even if it is
 
distinguishable in the original, is so small that it
 
usually disappears in photocopies. TheEditorial Board
 
were kind enough to ask me to provide some text
 
material to check this assertion. The results were
 
indeed unsatisfactory in some cases, but this seems to
 
have made no difference to their decision.
 

Since there are no compelling financial reasons to
 
change to the new format, and there are good

typographical reasons not to do so, I can only assume
 

that the real reason for the change is (as with so much
 
else in science) merely fashion. Neuron and Nature,
 
and even non-commercial journals like PhilTransRoy
 
Soc B, now have double columns, small and poor
 
quality graphs and illegibly small type in some
 
equations. The Journalof Physiology seems compelled
 
to follow the fashion.
 
I urge the membership to oppose this change.
 

DavidColquhoun 

Reply from the JournarsDTP Editor 
Dear Sir 
IhavetoadmittoasympathywithDavidColquhoun's 
objections to double column layout; I did in fact put 
considerable effort into an alternative layout with a 
single, wider column, with subheadings out to the 

side, and figures and tables using the whole width. 
This layout was considered carefully by the Editorial 
Board and the Journals Management Group, and was 
rejected by both in favour of the final, much adjusted 
two column layout. 
The adjustments made to the two column layout 

mean that, in the end, although the main text print is 
slightly smaller(94.2% vertically,89.4% horizontally), 
the size of subscripts and superscripts is exactly the 
same as in the old format Journal.In figure legends, 
where our smallest text has always been, the text size 

has actually increased very slightly (101.3% vertically, 
99.3%horizontally), with greater increases in subscript
and superscript size (107.5% vertically, 111.1% 

m , ero 
Long equations aremore problematical, and are part 
hon ta 

SAW-Cmiteenhascti ntest uatlishnanotwmatiofofthe reason for my personal preference for a wider 
Sub-Committee, has been to establish a network of 
individuals concerned with the teaching of physiology to 
undergraduates.Nearly aUHeads ofdepartentshavenow 
nominated "Societycontacts'forthispurpose,sotheSociety 
now has a mechanism for gathering and disseminating 
information relevant to physiology teaching. One of the 
AWSC's objectives in establishing this network was to 
enable it to carryouta surveyalong thelines thatMalcolm 
Robertshas suggested. 

column. However, looking at Hodgkin and Huxley 
(1952) in particular, only two of the equations (29and 
30 [see next page]) as originally printed were wider 
than our 87 mm columns; and neither of them causes 
any difficulty being broken into two lines -as (35) was 
in the original. Against that, the new format would 
allow better presentation of the four tables which
 

were printed landscape in theoriginal. Finally,in 1952 



a a 2V C av+ 9 Equations from Hodgkin & 
M+2 ( ) (Huxley, as they were 

actually printed in 1952 

a d2V dV n pretty good by the 

2 (30) standards of the times. 
2R 2 0

2 dt- = cM--+gK4 (V-VK)+gNamh (V-VNa)+g, (V-V). 
Typographical design 
standards were generally 

j, - K, - Kgo/Cx =0. (32) higher than today, but 

be found and hence V1, V1, etc. (Voesti, Voeta, etc.). execution was difficult and 
rarely as good as today. 
Very small typefaces were

dS v 
1= CM + gn4 V - 4gKn a VK Bn +gNam3 hoSV 	 considered acceptable - no 

(35) photocopiers!- 39NamO0VNaOm - &.nam VNa8h + 918 V. 
Column width: 118 mm. 

a 2 V av +Kn 4 (V VK)+ 9N.am 3h(V- VNa) + §l(V- V,), (29) As they would have been 

2R2 ax 2 = printed in 1993  better 
printing than in 1952, and 

the same high typo

a d 2V 
R2 dt 2 -CM 

2R20 d 

dV 
+ 9KnV 

dt 
VK) + 

M3 

9Na. h(W - VNa ) +1 q(W - V), (30) 
graphical design standards. 
The Journalof Physiology 
is one of the few journals 

still using proper inferiors 
and superiors, rather than 

be fKgo/C = 0. (32) merely 'shrunk' body text. 
be found and hence V , V2, etc. (Ve"t', Ve"", etc.). We will continue to do so. 

Equation (35) would still 

81= dV-+ 
- 4have
gKnO V-49Kn VK8 n+ Namoho8 V 

needed to be split even 
with the wider column. 
Column width: 135 mm. 

- 3 Nam2hoVNa8m - gNam3OVNa8h+ ,8V. (35) 

a a2V V+ 9KnvV - VK) 	 As they would be printed
2R,___- '> - + 	 in 1994 - sub- and super

+ 	gNam h(V - VN) + g,(V - V), (29) scripts at least as large as 
ever before, but more 

equations needing to be 
split - even so, still only 

a d 2V dV 3of the 36 in Hodgkin & 
2R 2 02 dt2 - t Huxley (1952). 

-
+ &Nam3h(V VNa)-+-g,(V- VI), (30) 	 In this case, not so many 

splits, or such bad ones, 
that we would consider 

2 K#s - Kgo/CM = 0. (32) special treatment for the 
befud.(Ve", epaper.Ve, 

be found and hence V, V, etc. e, ,etc.). Even (35) would fit across 

the page in broad column 
layout .C O + O n4o V 4O n3o K~ + Na r3oh 

8I=C -dV 0 Column width: 87 mm. 

- 3 amhoVua8m- gNamo 8h+ g, 8V. (35) 



the small text sections used smaller type than they 
have been more recently - about 90% of the size in the 
new format. There were double subscripts in small 
text in the line after equation (32) - these were 
considerably smaller (-80%) than any will ever be in 
the new format. 

Of course, there may be papers with larger numbers 
of longer equations, some of them difficult to 
reorganise or split into two lines, or even requiring 
three or more lines. They are few and far between, 
and, much as I prefer an authoritative book to an 
evanescent magazine, I cannot argue that the whole 
design of the/ournal should revolve around such rare 
papers (orindeed around my preferences!). Obviously, 
thePress Office has to make day today decisions as to 
the layout of individual papers, in communication 
with theauthors; onecan imagine cases wheresections 
of a paper might be set in a single wider column to 
accommodate lengthy mathematical material. We 
will not fall into the trap, which has caught certain 
otherjournals, of running mathematical material right 
acrossadoublecolumnpage,breakingthe"innocent" 
column for the purpose! 

Lastly, it is certainly not our intention to reduce the 
scale at which graphs and figures are reproduced. 
The scales are already at the discretion of the Copy 
Editors, and will remain so. In the new format, the 
flexibility exists to use larger scales than was 
previously possible, when the occasion demands. 

Clive Semmens 

NEW DESIGN FOR THEJOURNAL 
OF PHYSIOLOGY: BACKGROUND 
TO CHANGES 

InJanuary 1994 TheJournal ofPhysiology will 
appear fortnightly as a large format, soft-
bound journal with a new cover design and 

interior layout. The decision to change 
format was the outcome of protracted 
discussions of the Editorial Board and the 

Management Group for Society Journals, 
encompassing all foreseen implications of 
thechange,andwasunequivocallyendorsed 
by the Committee of the Society. 

A very wide range of factors influenced the 
decision but cost was not a key factor the change to a 
new format appeared cost neutral, although one 
benefit was that the run-on costs of production would 
be substantially lower for the new format. Once 
detailed costings on the final design becameavailable, 
it emerged that the new format would be slightly 
more expensive than the old, but far less than would 
outweigh theconsiderable savings due to production 
of the Journal in camera-ready copy. 

Underlying the motivation to change were several 
key considerations: 

* 	The case-bound "book" format of the Journal has 
meant that, formany libraries, theJournalhas been 
absent from the Current Periodicals display 
shelves. These are an important showcase for 
authors and a key place forattracting the notice of 
potential authors - particularly those who may be 
new to the Journal 

0 	 The case-bound book format has a particular 
structural problem. In practice the journal has, in 
the last few years, reached the maximum size for a 
journal of 12 volumes in this format, but the 
pressure on space from high quality submissions 
has steadily increased. The solution of publishing 

occasional extra volumes, adopted once in 1991, 
gives rise to schedulingand production problems, 

always involves a very large incremental expense, 
and in practice institutionalises publication delays 
since the decision to publish an extra volume can 
only be taken after a backlog of manuscripts 
awaiting publication has accumulated. 

The change to fortnightly, soft-bound production 
is a potential solution to these structural problems. 
The increased cost of production is offset by the 
reduced case-binding and soft-bound issues can 
individually vary in sizeovera widerange without 
incurringanon-linearpenaltyindistributioncosts. 
Thus, more frequent, soft-bound issues give the 
ability torespond quickly to changes in manuscript 
flow without allowing backlogs to accumulate, 
and give the ability to expand the Journal size 
gradually rather than incrementally. 

0 The decision to change was also considered in the 
light of advice from Cambridge University Press 
(CUP),whohaveconsistentlyencouragedachange 
in design for many reasons, including the 
marketing advantage that they expect to accrue 

from a change. 

In considering new cover designs, we commissioned 
proposals from three independent professional 
graphic designers. From the various proposals, the 
Editorial Board, the Society Committee and CUP 

expressed a clear preference for one in particular, the 
proposal which ultimately evolved into the final 
chosen design shown at the Society's AGM and 

featured in publicity for the Glasgow Congress. The 
main feature of this design which influenced its 
acceptance was its apparent ability to display, on the 

cover of each issue, artwork representative of the 
Journal'sidentity,in an aesthetically attractive manner. 
Each issue cover will feature an illustration from 
within that issue. 

The decisions on the interior design had to take into 
account two contrasting opinions which were widely 
and strongly held: (i) that the Journalshould change 
its interior layout to a moder design; and 00 that the 
Journal should show a maximum of continuity with 
the high typographical standards and the classical 
elegance of its historical appearance. We took 
professional advice from our own Press Office, from 
CUP and from graphic designers. All advised against 
changingtypeface, advisingthatourclassicaltypeface 
was elegant, highly readable and sufficiently
distinctive to be worth preserving. Given that the 
advice concurred with an opinion strongly held by a 

substantialnumberoftheEditorialBoard, thedecision 
to preserve the typeface was clear. 
We therefore proceeded by systematically exploring 
what text point size, what degree of horizontal and 
vertical compression, what line separation, what 
column width, and what degree of text emboldening 
would optimise the appearance of the Journalwhile 



preserving the ability to display the scientific text, 
including mathematical text (see letter from Clive 
Senmens). The style of headings and subheadings 
and particularly the style of figure legends and the 
placing of figures were given similar close 
consideration. Eventually two alternative layouts 
were considered. One was a single broad column 
layout, with headings and subheadings pulled from 
the main body of the text into a narrow left column. 
This layout allowed a long line length ideal for 
equations,and which alsoallowed fora highly flexible 
use of text figures. The layout preferred by a large 
majority of the Editorial Board was a two column 
layout, principally because it preserved a stronger 
continuity with the traditional layout in heading 
style and other details. The choice of final layout was 
then reviewed and endorsed by the Journals 
Management Group on behalf of the Society's 
Committee. 

Finally,animportantconsiderationoverallinseeking 
a redesign for the Journalwas concern that, while the 

Journal is maintaining its pre-eminence in its 

traditional areas of strength, it is not necessarily 

attracting submissions from newly emergingareas of 

physiology at comparable levels.One impediment to 

these submissions has been the high charges imposed 

forcolourreproductionand theconsequentlowprofile 
oftheJournal in areas which requirecolourillustration. 
The Journal now has a clear policy of encouraging 
colour reproduction where appropriate: colour costs 
to all authors will be dramatically lower than 
previously and even these lower charges will be 
charged on a discretionary basis. No author should 
feel that the costs ofcolour reproduction should bean 
impediment to publishingin theJournal.The redesign 
of the Journal is an opportunity to look for new 
"markets" amongst potential authors: it is in the 

Society's interests that this opportunity is taken 

successfully. 
Alongside the redesign comes the continuing need to 

respond to authors' needs in many other ways. One 

of these will be that the Journal will be implementing 

a policy of responding to all submissions with a first 
editorial report within six weeks of receipt. It is 
planned that the total delay from receipt of a 
manuscript to publication of the paper in the Journal 
could be down to four months for papers requiring 
only minor revisions by the authors and, depending 
on the time taken by authors to complete revisions, 
no more than seven months for papers requiring 
extensive revisions. It is anticipated that the total 
delay for short papers will not in general exceed four 
months from submission to publication. 

The Journal is part of the financial strength of the 
Society; more than that, it is an important part of the 
fabric of Physiology internationally, in our trust to 
preserve and nurture. 

GarethLeng 

MANAGING CHANGE FOR THE 
JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY 

An Interview with Richard Dyball, recently 
retired Secretary of the Editorial Board of 
The JournalofPhysiology 
A recent innovation already initiatedin the Journal has 
been the publicationofrapid communications. What uns 

the rationalefor this? 
We don't call them rapid communications: we call 
them short papers. The aim is to attract papers where 
a short but significant point can be made with just 3
4 figures, which is likely togenerate a lot of follow-up. 
The Editorial Board wishes to have an editorial policy 
whereby papers are accepted on their scientific merit, 
not just their topicality. The Journal has always been 
seen as an archival kind of publication: a good pieceof 
work should not only be published, but published 

with respect for its presentation. The Journal would 

not have the same qualms about publishing good 

science that a journal like Naturewould reject because 
it was not judged to be sufficiently topical, not "top of 

the pops". Good, important work should reach Its 

audience fast, as a short, punchy paper with high 
impact. 

Was it intended that a specific proportionof the Journal 
would be allocated to short papers?If so, how much? 
We haven't allocated a specific amount of space, but 
have not planned to devote more than 10% of the 
Journalto short papers, because they have to be high 
impact, and also of higher quality than normal full 
papers to justify the special efforts made to get them 
out quickly. 
Have you considered sectionalisationfor the Journal? 

This has beena matter continuouslyunderdiscussion 

foratleastthepastsevenyears.TheIndexwillprobably 
be sectionalised. The Journalis one of the few that will 
accept a broad range of papers in terms of topic areas. Hathrbonyhrdeomntitraaeet 

H etherebeenany therdevelopmentsinthemanagement 
of the journal, behind the scenes? 

One thing I would like to say we have done is to 
rationalise the editorial process and make it fairer.We 
have started seeking more referees' opinions, and I 
hope that we have responded more sympathetically 
to disagreements between authors, referees and 
editors. That's a trend that should continue.Ifauthors 
thinka report isunfair, they should comebackand say 
so; but of course they have to have some fairly good 
reasons. In some cases, the problem may be more one 
of presentation than of bad science. 

Doyou foreseea periodofstabilityfor the PressOffice, once 

ithasreachedthestagewhere itcan produce all the CRCfor 
theJournalindependentlyofCUP,ordoyou think thereare 
likely to be more changesin thefuture? 
Now we have the technology, I think the Society 

should expand its publishing activities. Eventually, 
we could do more: perhaps monographs, review 
lectures, collected volumes of papers onrelated topics 
with commentaries, to be used for third year teaching; 
for example, papers on a particular type of channel 
with an editorial comment. These would sell and 
would be very valuable for the development of the 



subject.Itwouldbecomparativelyeasytoputtogether exercise, helping things along, encouraging and
 
reprints of papers from the Journalwith some kind of cajollingpeople, toensure that theseactivities continue
 
editorial explaining how they are related, putting and that they reflect a wide range of areas of interest.
 
them into context: collections of articles with review Are thereotheractivitiesyou feel, inretrospect,might have
 
and commentary, as a kind of third year teaching been deveoped further within the Society?
 
advanced textbook introducing a topic. These would
 
be similar to study guides, narrowerbut still Perhaps thereisa perceived need formore workshops.
covering 


an important area to which the Journa had perhaps 	 When Members were surveyed a few years ago,this 

contributed. 	 was high on their list ofpriorities. The one workshop 
which was sponsored by the Society recently (on 
Fluorescence Techniques at the Royal Free) was 
successful. Members should be aware that the Society

SPREADING THE WORD IN will give support to such ventures.
 
SCHOOLS AND IN SOCIETY How do you interprettheother role,supportingsecondary
 

education?An Interview with John Atherton, recently 

retired Chairman of the Society's Our role isbasically to encourage students at schools 
Education and Information Sub-Committee to stay in Science and for us to make it attractive for 

students to follow biological sciences, Physiology in 
How did you picture the job ahead of you on beoigparticular, in any form at all - not necessarily in the 
Chairmanof the Sub-Committee? universities, in any form, but to use it. 
My perception was that the Sub-Committee had two What would be your prioritiesin the next few years ifyou 
basic roles: one was to promote educational activities were continuing as Chairman? 
within the Society; the other to support secondary We have to establish the Society as a recognised
education in some way or other. source of valuable information for secondary
Which is easierto organise? education. The Physiological Society should be a 
We can develop activities within the Society fairly household name in schools, so that a teacher with a 
readily because Members are aware that support is problem will contact the Administration Office, or a 
there if they want it. This role is largely a fuelling 	 physiologist. We must never say "no" to requests for 
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speakers or information. We must also keep 
developing the information and varying the style in 
which we present information to schools - we have 

now produced posters advertising Physiology and 

career opportunities. We could produce Teachers' 
Guides on those aspects of Physiology covered in the 

Physiology:the A level syllabus. Practical Notes covering experiments 
Key Lif Science. which teachers could easily perform in theclassroom, 
One of the three even with limited resources should be produced. 
new Some of the information given for the teachers'advertising Soeothinomtogiefothteces
physiology as a workshops would lend itself to inclusion in such a 

science, as an book. Having moved to in-housedesk-top publishing 
educationand as a in the Society creates an ideal opportunity to start 
career doing that sort of thing. 
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Another possible way of promoting Physiology more 
widely mightbeStarLectures,aimed at the interested 
younger general public, like the Royal Institution 
Christmas lectures; media coverage would help raise 
our profile-

Have you any suggestionsfor the next Chairman? 

Achieving all these things is a lot of work, for the 
Chairman and for other people. The Chairman must 
co-ordinate all the activities and initiatives and be 
aware of whatothercolleagues aredoing. A Chairman 
is in post for only three years, only part time, and is 
not a professional; and so is unlikely to be able to do 
all that. So is there not a case for having a full-time 

Education Officer? Someone to co-ordinate the 

activities and act as a source of information and 

cajolling people into doing things. As it is, we keep 
reinventing the wheel in different guises. What gets 
done depends on where the Chairman wants to put 
his efforts, as opposed to following a clear policy. For 
instance, computer initiatives have been woefully 
lacking during my term of office - a reflection of my 
complete ignorance in such matters! 

PHYSIOLOGY AND THE MEDIA 

As for the LeicesterMeeting, abstractssubmitted for the 

UCL Meeting were scanned to identify those judged to 

contain materialof general interestto a Lay readership.A 

specialist firm Of science writers Was then asked to prepare, 
inconjunctionwiththeMeetingsSecretaryandtheauthors, 
press releasesof theseabstracts.Three potentiallysuitable 
abstractswere identified (C7,C78 andP2) and one of these 
(P2) was used as the basis for a forthcoming article inWoa'Owmaaie(ceuepulctndt.4
Woman's Own magazine (scheduled publication date: 4 

October). The release based on P2 is reproduced below. 

Hormones Preserve Women's Muscle 
Power. 

Women who take hormone replacement therapy after 
menopause may preserve their muscle power as 

well as strong bones and sex drive. 

Research presented to The Physiological Society's 
meetingatUniversityCollege, in London, today shows 
that women's muscle power can decline dramatically 

the menopause. 

Consultant geriatrician Dr Stuart Bruce of Conquest 
Hospital, Hastings, who is working on the 
collaborative project with colleagues at University 
College, said women lost muscle efficiency just as fast 

as they lost bone density. 

Over the five years after the menopause, muscle 
efficiency could decline by as much as 20%. 

Dr Bruce said this muscle weakness had been suspected
 
for some time as a contributory factor in the increased
 
risk of falls and fractures associated with the
 
menopause. The team had therefore looked at women
 
taking HRT to find out if the treatment preserved
muscles as well as bones and the results suggested it 
did. 
Their most recent study involving tests of muscle 

strength in young women throughout the menstrual 

cycle also found that women were stronger when
 
their oestrogen levels were high.
 
Dr Bruce said the dramatic loss in muscle power in
 
women at menopause was supported by many
 
women's complaints of feeling weak at this time.
 

Further research was now planned to confirm early
 

evidence that oestrogen could boost muscle power
 

and to find out if muscle loss could be reversed.
 

Suzanne Phillips, 
Co-authorofP2 
and sourceof 
additional 
informationfor 

-,the Womans' 
%4 Oniricl 



ANIMALS IN RESEARCH 	 Articles on the use of animalswere commissionedby Tilli 
Tansey. 

PUNCH, OR THE LONDON CHARIVARI.-JLY 29, 1876 

STUP1 llITY AND SCIENCE. 
(Meet ofMedcd Prof-s.) From "Punch,or 

OFmnATlNoPnoPsoa. "BY THIS EXPERIMENT WE HAVE ASCERTAINED THAT WE CAN ALLEVIATE THE SUFFERINGS OF THOUSANDS The [ondon 
OFOUR FELLOW-CREATURES IMAY FURThER ADD-" Pouam(i,.erMpqug). 'NO, YOU MAYN'T WE'VE HAD ENOUGH 0 THIS SORT Charivari"- July 
(a THING! YOU MUST MOVE ON!" PioRsa. "MOVE ON? WE CAN'T MOVE ON IFYOU INTERFERE!" 29,1876 

Controversy about the use of animals in medical fortheAdvancementofMedicinebyResearch, which 
research has been a persistent theme in the history of acted as an unofficial advisory body to the Home 
The Physiological Society and was a major reason for Secretary on the administration of the Act. It became 
its creation in 1876. At the beginning of that year, particularly active under the chairmanship of E H 
whenlegislationon theuseof livinganimals inmedical Starling when a second Royal Commission on animal 
experiments was pending (as a consequence of a experimentation was convened in 1906. Although the 
Royal Commission on the subject), John Burdon Association was disbanded after giving its evidence 
Sanderson and others formed the Society for "mutual to that Commission, many members, organised by 
benefit and protection". "Protection" was deemed Stephen Paget, decided to form in 1908 a new 
necessary against that legislation, the 1876 Cruelty to organisation, the Research Defence Society (RDS), 
Animals Act, which was interpreted as restrictive, and for more than 80 years the RDS has been engaged 
demeaning and hostile. It could, however, have been in promoting knowledge about the use of animals in 
even more limiting, as the Bill from which the Act medical research. 
developed originally excluded all experiments using By the beginning of the 1970s, antivivisectionist 
cats and dogs: it was only a spirited nationwide activity,whichhadbeenquiescentforseveraldecades, 
campaign and decisive political pressure from the re-emerged,as elucidated inthe newly revised edition 
British Medical Association (BMA) that reversed that of W D M Paton's thoughtful account Man andMouse 
exclusion. (OUP, 2nd ed, 1993). The Executive Secretary of the 
Protection was also needed against the attacks of RDS, Mark Matfield, here describes the present day 
antivivisectionistorganisations, especiallytheVictoria roles of that society, with increased emphasis on its 
StreetSociety, which initiated an unsuccessful private educational programmes, including the Talking Point 
prosecution against the physiologist David Ferrier in scheme (supported and jointly initiated by The 
1881.Here, too, theassistanceoftheBMA, whichpaid Physiological Society) to provide school speakers. 
the legal fees of the defence, was significant and Theimportant research, summarised here,undertaken 
illustrates the general dismay and horror felt by the byRogerLockand his colleagues on theattitudes and 
medical community at the hounding of one of its knowledge of schoolchildren emphasises consumer 
members. The following year, stimulated by that impressionability and the effectiveness of 
experience, several scientists formed the Association antivivisectionist campaigning within a vulnerable 



constituency. His findings and conclusions make 

grave reading and emphasise the need foreducational 
activities among the young. 

Recently, other assertive support has been offered to 
the medical research community. Andrew Blake has 
courageously not only defied the traumas of his own 
illness and disability, but also faced the wrath and 
hostility of antivivisectionist groups, to found 
Seriously Ill for Medical Research. The British 
Association has publicly supported animal 
experimentation, as has the BMA. Bearing in mind 
the historical significance of the BMA in defending 

Suppkment to the 
and supporting animal experimentation, a request 
was made for a contribution to this issue of the 

"British MedicalJournal,"-Jl, Magazine but unfortunatelyfotcoig 
one has not been 

1876 forthcoming. 

I hereby request you to a Jend to the Petition to theHouse of 

Commons on Mle Cruelty to AI4mals Bill, of whi / a triltedcoiy is 

blis/ted in the JOURNAL, my signature hereto subscribed, 

.. .this 

The continuing need for strong and effective 
endorsement isacutelyillustrated inthefinalcomment 
by Robert Banks, although it seems astounding that 
the protection deemed essential by our forefathers is 
still necessary. One way to lessen the future need for 
such protection is to inform the general public, and 
children in particular, about the uses of animals in 
medical research and the reasons why. 

The debate will continue in the next issue of the 
Magazine with articles by Rick Skilton and Georgina 
Watson(managersoftwoanimalhousefacilities)and 
Myc Riggulsford of the Research for Health Charities 
Group. 

Tilli Tansey 
Tilli Tansey 

Refernco 

Paton, WDM (1993) Man & Mouse, Oxford University Press, 

(Oxford) 


WHITHER THE RDS? 
My brief for this article was to provide Members of 
The Physiological Society with an update on the 

current activities of the RDS. I have chosen to give a 
more reflective view on what's happened over the 
last five years, what's happening now and where 
things are going, not only inthe RDS but inthewhole 
public debate over the use of animals in medical 
research and testing. 
TherearethreeareasI want tocoverin this article, the 
first being the message that we, both as medical 
researchers and as advocates of continued animal 
research, are sending to the general public. Secondly,
I want to look at the mechanisms we are using to get 
that message across; and, finally, to examine the
thtmsaears;adfnly oeann h 
dynamicsof publicdebateonanimalexperimentation. 

The Message
 

The message we have been sending to the general 
public for the last 100 years or more, has mostly 
concentrated on the importance of using animals for 
medical progress. It is a good message. It is true that 
it deals with a subject of great importance (medical 
progress),but ithas the significant disadvantage that 
it misses part of the target. The fundamental reason 
why people are unhappy with the idea of animals 
being used Inexperiments is because of the belief that 

involves animal suffering. Cutting through the 
antivivisection rhetoric and campaigning tactics, there 
are only two fundamental issues in the whole 
antivivisection debate. The first is "Is it necessary for 
medical progress?" and thesecond is "Does it involve 
animal suffering?". I believe that for many years we 
have made the mistake -which we continue to make 
- of concentrating on the question of necessity, but 
avoiding the question of suffering. I do believe that 
we need to address this latterquestion more actively. 
The standards of animal laboratory welfare in theUK 
are so high that we should be proud to describe how 
well we treat laboratory animals. Many concerned 
members of the public have such outdated and 

negative ideas of how animal research is conducted 
that even a brief glimpse into the reality of modern 
laboratory animal science should leave them 
favourably impressed with the way we look afterour 
animals. 

The Mechanisms 
The last four or five years have been a period of 

building new and better mechanisms with which to 
get the pro-animal research message across to the 
general public. A key element of this was recruiting 
active support amongst other medical research 
organisations. Faced with substantial national 
antivivisection organisatlons, we realised that the 
RDS alone would never be large enough nor have the 
resources tocounter these organisations directly. The 
British Association for the Advancement of Science 
were the first to "come out" publicly in support of 
animal research with their 1990 DeclarationonAnimals 
in Medical Research. Within a year, this had been 
signed by over 1,000 professors ofbiomedical research 
subjects, Fellows of the Royal Society etc. The BAAS 



have recently followed this upwith the publication of approach to meet their needs. The RDS not only 
a booklet Animals and the Advancement of Science, arranges for speakers to visit schools which actively 
which expands upon the earlier Declaration. stimulates more requests for speakers, but also 

In 1991 a young man suffering from the provides a speakers'packof notes, information, slides, 

progressive inherited disease Friedrich's questions and answers etc, and runs one-day training 
to show people how to give anataxia founded Seriously Ill for Medical courses - at no charge -

Research (SIMR) - a patients' group effective talk about animal research in schools. 

supportinganimal research. Withoutdoubt, The political work of the RDS is assuming greater 
theeffectivenessofpatients'advocates, when importance these days. This is partly because the 
dealing with the press or parliamentarians, animal rights movement is becoming far more 
cannot be underestimated. politically sophisticated but also because, at the end of 

The end of 1991 saw the launch of the the day, it is the goverment which controls the laws 
SERIOUSLY ILL FOR Research for Health Charities Group and regulations whichpermitus to workwithanimals. 

S IM (RHCG), which now includes 15 ofthe UK's Any significant change in the controls on animal

Slargest medical research charities. As with research will be filtered through the relevant 
MEDICAL RESEARCH the RDS, the objective of the RHCG was to government committee - the Animal Procedures 

increase public awareness of medical Committee - and have to be blessed by the Home 

research, especially that which involves the Office minister concerned. Civil servants and 

use of laboratory animals. The medical government ministers do respond, albeit slowly, to 

research charities have an enormous pressure from the general public and other MPs. 

constituency of supporters amongst the The biggest political problem we have is that the 
general public whom we, as research antivivisection lobby have been writing letters to their 
scientists, would not normally be able to MPs and pressuring them against animal research for 
address. In addition, many of the charities the last ten years. The pro-research movement have 

RESEARCH FOR HEALTH are quite adept at working with the media really only just started. Of the letters received about 
CHARITI ES GROUP and achieving positive publicity. animal experimentation by the Home Office Minister, 

or almost any MP,more than 95% are against. It is 

During 1992 the British Medical Association passed really we who are at fault here. The medical research 
- thisa motionat their annual representative meeting calling community should have been writing letters too 

for "a publicity campaign to inform the public about is a perfectly normal and proper way of getting one's 

the past, presentand future importanceof humanand point of view across to one's M. I cannot urge you 
strongly enough to tell your Member of Parliamentanimal experimentation in the fight against disease 

and illness and in the maintenance of good health on that although he or she will receive many letters 
both human and animal species." To date, this BMA against animal experiments they are written in 
"publicity campaign" has been so low key as to be ignoranceof(i)therealimportanceofanimalresearch 
almost unnoticeable. However, with a change due at to future medical and veterinary progress and (ii) the 

the top of the BMA management, we may yet see veryhigh standardsoflaboratoryanimalwelfareand 
some evidence of this campaign. the strict and effective controls which operate in this 

country.In addition to recruiting support amongst other 

medical and scientific organisations, the activities of The Dynamics 
the RDS fell into three main areas: educational, public It has been noticeable that, over the last five years, 
relations and politicaL Atthemoment, the maingrowth some of the main antivivisection organisations have 
area in our activities is our educational work. We become more sophisticated in their campaigning. Led 
carry out all the "standard" educational activities, by the British Union for the Abolition of Vivisection 
such as producing leaflets, books, videos and (BUAV), there has been a move away from a radical 
curriculum material and mailing these out either in stance with a total rejection of all animal 
response to requests for information or by direct experimentation to a more moderate position which 
mailshots to all schools, as appropriate. We also run criticises the wayanimalexperimentation is regulated. 
an essay competition and co-organise school study Ten years ago, the BUAV would claim that animal 
days for sixth form pupils and teachers with some experimentation was all burning, scalding and 
learnedsocieties(includingThePhysiologicalSociety) poisoning and it never produced any medical 

The problem we face is that the anti-vivisection advances. They also openly supported Animal 
message is very attractive to adolescents who are not Liberation Front raids. These days, one no longer 
always concerned about whether their point of view hears this sort of rhetoric from BUAV. Instead they 
is balanced. We estimate that out of every ten school concentrateon producing "exposes" which they claim 
pupils using animal rights information in theirschool show that the controls on animal research under the 
work, only one or two seek information from the pro- Animal (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 are not 
research movement. Experience has shown us that effective. By calling for tighter controls, they seek 
the most effective way of getting our message across further limitations of animal research, rather than the 
in schools is to send a speaker to talk about the use of complete abolition they called for ten years ago. 
animals in research. A leaflet can be ignored or left This shift in tactics does not represent any change in 
unread, a video can only deliver a fixed message, but objectives.BUAV stillcampaigns for the abolition of
 
a speaker can respond to questions and tailor the all animal experimentation. They have chosen a 



gradualapproach becausetheyconsideritmorelikely 
to be effective in achieving that objective. Thus, it is 
not really a change in approach or stance, merely the 
selection of a more effective campaigning strategy. 
Notall oftheanimal rights movement hasswitched to 
this gradualapproach. Thereis still a largeproportion 
of the animal rights movement which goes in for the 
"ban it all immediately" type of campaigning. If 
anything, this makes our task more difficult, because 
we now have to tackle two different styles of 
campaigning and two different tactical approaches 
by the animal rights movement. 

Predicting the future is an extremely risky business, 
but I remain fascinated by the similarities between 
the current antivivisection campaigning and that at 
the end of the last century. Antivivisection 
campaigning began in Britain in the early 1860s. It 
resulted in legislation in 1876. The antivivisection 
movement were quite dissatisfied with the legislation 
and stepped up their campaigning against animal 
research.Themedicalresearchcommunityresponded 
by organising pro-research lobbies: including The 
Physiological Society, the Association for the 
Advancement of Medicine by Research and, later, the 
Research Defence Society. The antivivisection 
campaigning peaked at the beginning of the 20th 
century and, by about 1915, it had withered away. 

The parallels with the present century are obvious, 
Animal rights campaigning re-emerged as a force in 
the 1960s and new legislation came through in 1986. 
The animal rights movement is dissatisfied with this 
legislation and campaigns vigorously to abolish 
animal experimentation. There is a temptation to 
carry on with the analogy and predict 25 more years 
of antivivisection campaigning. The research 
community has responded by revitalising the RDS 
and forming additional pro-research organisations 
(Animals in Medicines Research Information Centre, 
SIMR, RIICG). Can we extend this comparison to 
make any predictions? The only prediction I will 
make for the future is that we, as a medical research 
community, need to put greater effort into our public 
education and lobbying activities if we are to counter 
the increasing activity of the animal rights lobby, 

MarkMatfield 

Mark Matfield, 
Executive 
Secretary of the 
RDS 

USING ANIMALS: PUPIL 
KNOWLEDGE, EXPERIENCE AND 
ATTITUDES 

This account focuses on secondary school pupils in 
state schools, 14-15 year olds, preparing for GCSE 
examinations in scence, nearing the final stages of 
theircompulsory education. 
What experience do pupils have of animals 
In schools? 
A total of 468 pupils, from ten schools in seven Local 
Education Authorities (LEAs) in England, wereasked 

if they had seen orused any living animals in science 
or biology lessons at their current school; most had 
been in their current school for four years. Of course, 
pupil definitions of animals may not coincide with 
my own and a pupil who does not consider an 
invertebrate to be an animal would not report it. 
Consequently, this data may underestimate the contact 
that pupils had with living animals: 47% of girls and 
46% of boys claimed to have had no experience of 
using living animals in their secondary schools. This 
may seem surprising, but Iknow that in some schools 
no livinganimalsare seen orused; inothers, individual 
teachers choose not to use living animals in their 
lessons. To me, this is a cause for concern because it 
seems inappropriate to teach the life sciences entirely 

without the use of living animals (or plants). 
These findings are confirmed by data collected from 
teachers in charge of biology at 28 secondary schools 
in a single LEA, which show that, with the exception 
of gerbils, fish and earthworms, few schools keep 
living animals for use in their science/biology 
teaching. The conclusion is inescapable: many pupils 
are taught the life sciences with limited, if any, use of 
living animals. 
Has biology, therefore, become the study of dead 
organisms? Just over half of the girls (56%) and just 
under half of the boys (48%) reported that they had 
unerhof theebo (% reoe They ad 
se oronerdissection i ir o The maily 
reported dissections of whole rats and fish by the 
teacherand pupils, and intwootherschools miceand 
frogs were dissected by the teacher. 

It may seem that there is little dissection compared 

with your own schooling. The last decade has, in my 
experience, seen a considerable decrease in the 
dissection of whole animals and a similarly marked 
reduction in the use of abattoir materials. This is 
supported by data collected in a 1991 survey of 28 
schools in a single LEA which show that, whilst 
several schools use hearts, lungs and kidneys,a smaller 
number use eyes and other organs. 

If you believe, as I do, that first hand experience is 
vital to learning, then this lack of engagement with 
animal material in school is a cause for concern: 
concern not just for the supply offuture biomedical or 
biological scientists, not just for future animal house 
technicians, butalso for members of thelay population 
whose interaction with animals may be limited to fly 
spray, slug pellets and ant powder. 



Table I 	 Number of schools in the survey Resource Factors 

Use ofparts of 	 using these parts of mammaldeadna 	 In a survey of teachers responsible for biology in 28mamas in 

schools in a single Sheep Pig Cattle Rabbit secondary schools and colleges in a single LEA, the 

LEA (n = 28) Heart 13 4 2  cost of animals and food, the facilities that the schools 

had for keeping animals and the availability and cost
From Adkins, I Kdney 7 5 2 

of staff to care for animals over holiday periods alland Lock,R (in 
press) Lungs 8 4 3 - discouraged the use of animals. 

Eye 3 - 9 - Legislative Factors 

Liver 2 1 1 - In addition, 17 of the 28 respondents felt that the 

Joints/ Iealth and Safety Regulations discouraged the useof 
Skeleton - - 1 1 animals in schools. 

Trotter - 1 - - Othersurveys ofteacheropinion have shown a sindlar 

Gut -1 - influenceof resource factors and legislation on animal 

Blood - - 1 - use in schools (Reiss and Beaney, 1991). 

Brain - - - Teacher Factors 

A third of the teachers involved in this survey said 

What are the factors that Influence pupil 	 that their own opinion militates against the use of 
animals in their teaching. It is,I think,a sad indictmentexperienc, of animals in schools? of biology teaching that such a high proportion of 

There are, in my view, four main factors which teachers responsible for the subject in secondary 
influence use of animals in schools. These relate to schools hold opinions which lead to them not using 
resources, legislation, teachers and pupils. animals in their teaching. The fourth factor is that of 

the attitudes of the pupils themselves. 

Pupil factors 

The next section will examine these in more detail. 

Table 2 Number of respondents with the views: 

Factorswhich 
may influence the Factors influencing Discourages Has no effect Encourages No 

useof animals in use of on use of use of response 
schools (n = 28) animals animals animals 

From Adkins, I 
and Lock, R (in Recommendations by HMI 4 19 3 2 
press) Health and Safety at Work Act 17 11 0 0 

Results of APU testing 1 21 4 2 

The National Curriculum 2 22 2 2 

RSPCA materials 13 13 2 0 

DES circulars 9 16 2 1 

UFAW handbook 1 24 2 1 

"Animals in Schools 

Public opinion 13 14 1 0 

Pupils' opinions 15 7 6 0 

Opinions of other staff 8 16 4 0 

Opinions of animal rghts groups 10 13 2 3 

Own opinion 11 8 9 0 

Facilities (eg cages/space) 19 6 3 0 

School/governors' policy 1 22 3 2 

Availability of animal care (term time) 13 8 7 0 

Availability of animal care (holidays) 18 5 4 1 

Cost of animals 15 11 1 1 

Cost of food 13 13 2 0 

Availability of trained technical staff 11 12 4 1 

Teacher time 11 13 3 1 

Response of pupils to use of animals 8 3 16 1 



Table 3atle t Attitude Statements Agree Uncertain DisagreeAttitudes towards 

animal F M F M F M 
experimentation 
(percentageof Deodorants should be tested on animals' skin to 
males &females make sure they are safe for humans to use 2 13 11 19 87 68 
responding to 
each category)(n e468) 

I would stop buying a product if I found out that 
it had been tested on animals 68 32 27 40 6 29 

I think that household cleaning products should 
not be tested on animals 94 80 5 8 1 11 

I believe in a total ban on animal experiments 60 41 23 32 17 28 

I think that animals should be set free from 
experimental laboratories 75 63 20 25 8 13 

New medicines should be tested on animals 
before they are taken by humans 12 25 26 24 62 50 

I think that animals should still be used to 
research diseases for which there are no cures 16 32 41 40 43 28 

Medicines used for treating pet dogs should be 
tested on laboratory dogs first 18 36 48 39 34 25 

I would take a medicine that had been tested 
on animals if it would save my life 63 85 31 14 7 4 

Pupils' attitudes towards and knowledge of cures and about using animals to develop and test 
the use of animals, medicines intended for other members of their own 

The attitudes of 46814-15 year olds towards the use of species. 
animalsinresearchwereinvestigated(Lock&Millett, Attitudes towards using animals in farming and 
1991, 1992a and b; Millet and Lock, 1992). education are shown in Table 4. Many pupils are 

The percentages shown in Table 3 are the responses to 
each category for males and females. Most pupils are 

against theuseofanimals to test cosmeticor household 
products; many feel there should be a total ban on 
animal experiments and that animals should be freed 

from laboratories. There is uncertainty about using 

against keepingchickens in batterycages butgenerally 
find it acceptable to keep animals to provide food. 

However, there is a less clear pattern when the animal 
iskiledtoprovidefood.Ineducation, usingwoodlice 
in investigations is acceptable to the majority and few 
disagree with watching garden snails moving. 

animals to research diseases for which there are no 

Table 4 

Attitudes towards Attitude Statements (Farming) Agree Uncertain Disagree 

use ofanimals in F M F M F M 
farmingand in 
schools 
(Education)(Edcn
(percentage of 

I believe that it is wrong to kill animals for food 
I think it is a good idea to grow trout in fish farms 

35 

22 

12 

57 

32 

58 

23 

32 

33 

18 

65 

11 
males &females Keeping animals to provide food (eggs, milk) for 
responding to people is acceptable to me 77 88 16 8 6 3 
each category) Farmers should keep sheep for their wool and not 
(n 468) for their meat 60 34 24 30 16 36 

It is best to keep chickens in battery cages for egg 
laying 3 12 15 15 82 74 

Attitude Statements (Education) 

I don't think that woodlice come to any harm if 
they are used in investigations to find out what 
conditions they prefer 48 59 35 29 16 12 

It is a good idea to keep animals in school to 
watch how they live 36 49 31 25 32 26 

I think that watching earthworms to see how fast 
they crawl is cruel 31 15 32 34 36 61 

I would not mind watching garden snails moving 
to find out more about them 72 74 21 17 8 9 



Table 7 
Number of resPontshe 

Meaning of BUAV logo Total F M 	 BUAV logo 
mean? (n =468) 

Not tested on animals 227 150 77 FromLock, R and 

Not tested on rabbits 18 9 9 Milett, K (1992a) 

Cruelty free 28 22 6 

BLAV 	 6 4 2 
Other 	 30 10 20 

Don't know 99 38 61 
No response 7 1 6 

Almost 50%of the sample (and nearly twice as many 
girls as boys) knew what the British Union for the 
Abolition of Vivisection (BUAV) symbol meant. Only 

about 20% didn't know what the symbol meant, 
while a further 11% thought that the symbol had the 
opposite meaningto that intended (ie that the product 
had been tested on animals). 

These data on pupil knowledge show clearly that in 
biomedical contexts there is a high level of "don't 

know" responses and that knowledge, at best, is 
limited and inaccurate. In animal rights/welfare 
contexts there is a much lower level of "don't know" 

responses but knowledge is still lacking and 
inaccurate. There are major implications here for 
those involved with the biomedical sciences if a 
majority of pupils say they "don't know" about 

medical research and only a small minority "don't 

know" about animal rights issues. It should be a 
concern for all when attitudes are based on limited, 

inaccurate and, in some cases, no knowledge. 

Howeveranothermajorfindingof theresearchcarried 
out by Katherine Millett and myself is that student 

attitudes are notmatched by behaviour. Again,a brief 

example will illustrate the point, as shown in Table 8. 

Table 8 
Attitude Mismatch 

between attitude 
F M Agreed with the statement and behaviour 

35% 12% "1believe it is wrong to kill (n--468) 
animals for food." 

Behaviour 

F M
 

88% 98% Ate mammals, chicken or fish
 
12% 2% Were vegetarian
 

Table 3 showed that 63% of girls and 85% of boys
 

would take medicine that had been tested on animals
 
if it would save their lives. So, in addition to the
 
mismatch between attitudes and knowledge, there is 

a mismatch between attitudes and behaviour. 

From the data on attitudes two trends
Higher Disapproval emerge. Statements related 	 to cosmetic 

testing tend to get a higher level of 
Testing Cosmetics disagreement than those related to testing 

Testing Medicnes medicines and drugs. In turn, mean scores 

Farming for attitude statements related to animal 
Edarin experimentation tend to be lowerthan those 
Education related to farming, or to use of animals in 

schools. This may suggest a trend of 

Lower Disapproval 	 increasing disapproval of use of animals 
depending on the context. 

The second trend shown in tables 3 and 4 is that males 
consistently show attitudes more prone to approve or 
condone the use of animals in all contexts. 

Let me consider now the knowledge that pupils have 
of the use of animals in research and of the advances 
that have come from research. 

Table 5 shows that the knowledge on which attitudes 
toanimal research is based is at best inaccurate and at 
worst, as is further illustrated in table 6, non-existent. 
Of the sample of 468, nearly 80% are unable to name 
a medical advance that has come from research using 
animals, 

Contrast this position with the level of knowledge 
about animal rights and animal welfare issues. 

What percentage do you think of all experiments
Pupilestimates involving animals are used for testing the safety of 
of percentageof cosmetics? 
animal 
exr testing Percentage 

cometicsafety 76-100 
(n = 468) 
From Lock, R 51-75 
and Millett, K 26-50 
(1991) 1-25 

<1 

Dontknow 

No response 

Table 6 
What reedcal 
advanceshave 
come from Medical Advances 
researchusing in treating 
animals? 
(n =468) Cancer 

Amended from AIDS 
Lock, R and Smallpox 
Millett, k 
(1992a) Polio vaccine 

Rubella 

Diabetes 

Transplants 

Uncodable 

Don'tknow 

No response 

F M 

35 37 

85 70 
80 38 
13 8 

0 0 

39 5 

3 4 

Number of respondents 

Total F M 

30 10 20 

5 2 3 
5 1 4 

9 5 4 

1 0 1 

4 2 	 2 

1 1 	 0 

3 1 2 

346 159 187 

15 9 6 



What Implications are there for biomedical 
scientists? 
It is dear to me that pupils' attitudes towards the use 
of animals will become adult attitudes unless they 
have experience of exploring the issues further and 

coming to understand theirown and others' points of 

view. Pupils need access to accurate and balanced 

information relating to the use of animals in scientific 
research and other contexts. By such means, the 
opinions and attitudes that they hold may become 
informed ones and not based on hearsay and limited 

knowledge. 

The research presented here shows that many pupils 
a nswith torespect

are uncertain about their opinions wo 
animal use. Some pupils are unable to reconcile their 
views of animal use in a situation that directly places 
the value of human life against that of animal life. 
Science lessons are the ideal location in which to 
begin to rehearse the arguments expressed by adults, 
for it is in such situations that pupils can critically 
evaluate data, distinguish between claims and 
arguments which are based on scientific 
considerations and those which are not. 

If biomedical scientists are genuinely 
concerned about the public understanding 
of science In areas of Immediate Interest to 
their working life, what further steps can 
they take? 

They could make information about their work more 
widely available to teachers and students through 
writing for and/or talking to them. In addition, they 
could encourage their professional bodies and 
representative organisations to take a higher profile 
and to lobby directly groups concerned with science 
education in our schools; groups and organisations 
such as the Department for Education, Her Majesty's 
Inspectorate (Schools), the Association for Science 
Education and the Institute of Biology. 

Supporting research into pupil and teacher 
understanding of biomedical science is a third way in 
which support can be given. We know little of the 
effect that working with animals, living or dead, has 
on pupils' understanding of biology or on their 
attitudes to research using animals. Our knowledge 
is limited on teacher attitudes to the use of animals 
and the influence that this has on pupils and their 
choiceof furtherstudies in biology. Nothing is known 
of the influenceof "lobby material" on theattitudesof 
young people to animal use. 

Roger Lock 

Roger Lock 	 An extended version of this 

article is published in 

Cowie,J (ed) EthicalIssues 
in Biomedical Science -
Animals in Education and 
Research, Institute of 
Biology, London. 
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A MEMBER'S RECENT 
EXPERIENCE S 

In 1991 the BUAV organised a publicity campaign 
using the now familiar misrepresentations and 
distortions that are the stock-in-trade of the 
propagandist. Ordinarily this would have been little 

morethananannoyance of the kind that physiologists 

have grown used to, but for a new element - or, at 

least, one that was new to me. The novelty was that 

reference was made to specific published work 

deriving from particular universities, of which 
Durham was one. The campaign was covered by the 
local media, especially the press and radio, and thus 
required the University to respond. At the same time, 
local antivivisectionist groups, briefed by the BUAV, 
made representations to the University. It was at this 
point that I became aware of the campaign and the 
tactics being used, when I was asked by the 
University's press office to provide them with 
informationaboutourworkon thesensory innervation 
of muscle and, specifically, about the use of cats. 
Other work included in the antivivisectionist 

campaign concerned the development of cell
mediated immunity in xenopus, teratogenic effects of 
mildly elevated temperature in guinea pigs, steroid 
control of gene expression in chickens and artificial 
joint material in rabbits. 
When the University, in good faith, entered into a 
dialoguewiththelocalantivivisectionists, thepotential 
difficulty that others and I foresaw was that it might 
be tempted to offer a concession, in the hope that the 
campaign would be withdrawn. It seemed to us that 
there was a real possibility that the University might 

give an undertaking not to support certain lines of 
work or not to use certain species. Whether that fear 
was well founded or not I cannot say, since I was not 

party to the dialogue; nor, as far as I am aware, was 

any other scientist who was directly concerned with 

theexperiments referredtointhecampaign.However, 
we argued that the nature of the campaign dearly 
demonstrated the futility of attempting a reasoned 
discussion with theantivivisectionists. Any concession 
would have been seen by them as a vindication of 
their methods, if not of the force of their argument, 
and would have led to a redoubling of their efforts to 
achieve what many of them openly espouse: a total 
abolition of the use of animals in scientific research. I 



have good reason to think that the realisation that 
whatothersandlhadsaidwastruecameasasurprise, 
perhapsevenashock,tothoseconductingthedialogue 
onbehalf of theUniversity, who were used to dealing 
withopen-minded, reasonable people, notwith single-
minded fanaticism. When theantivivisectionists broke 
an understanding not to publicise thenames ofanyone 
working with animals, the University welcomed the 
opportunity to close the dialogue 

That campaign duly died down; and when similar 
ones were run in 1992, this time by the National Anti-
Vivisection Society, and in 1993, to coincide with 
"World Laboratory AnimalDay",theUniversityknew 
what to expect and was well prepared to counteract 

the usual misinformation. If there had been a 
concession made during the first campaign, it would 
most likely have been an agreement not to allow any 
further work with cats. Such a concession could not 
have been justified on scientificgrounds; that itwould 
inanycasebefutile was adequately shownby the fact 
that in the later campaigns no mention was made of 
the use of cats, yet there was no diminution in the 
fervour with which the campaigns were pursued. 

Compared with the difficulties that others have had 
to face in the course of their work, those of mysef and 
my colleagues in Durham may seem minor;,yet it is 

the first such problem I have had in over 20 years of 

research and I believe that there are lessons for us all 

in theexperience. Mybackground isbroadlybiological 
rather than medical and, although my work has 
considerable medical relevance, I do not feel that it 
requiresthatrelevancetobejustified.Understandable 
as it is to emphasise the potential medical benefits of 
animal experimentation in order to win public 
sympathy, I have often felt that this is too narrow a 
focus. This allows many other scientists to feel that 
they are not concerned in the argument and that 
antivivisectionism poses no threat to them. I have 
been struck by the similarity in the methods used by 
the antivivisectionists in their recent campaigns, in 
which they claim to examine and criticise particular 
work on scientific grounds, and those of the anti-
evolutionists, who call themselves scientific 
creationists but are really another species of anti-
scientist. We need to demonstrate that 
antivivisectionism is truly anti-scientific and should 
be treated as such. 

RobertBanks 

ANIMAL EXPERIMENTATION AND 
THE FUTURE OF MEDICAL 
RESEARCH 

cosmog, aell a inrious oths of 
fcionol, isis tel offiction, exstenceari parallthe existence of parallel, 

unconnected universes. Reading much ofhutnsbuthyaecortoheprahweed
this skilfully edited book left me with the 
feeling ofbeing somewhere in thehinterland 
between the two worlds of calm academic 
analysis of the value of animal 
experimentation and the facile declamations 
and furious irrationality of the 

antivivisectionists, 

TheRDSorganisedalargemeetinginLondonin1991 
and has now provided the delivered papers and a 
concise transcript ofthe comments from the audience, 
although with few of the speakers' subsequent 
rejoinders. Lord Adrian provided a general opening 
theme by briefly touching on the ethics of animal 
experimentation. He considered it to be justified if it 
produced appreciable benefit for society, if no other 
technique was available and if distress or suffering 
waskepttoaminimum.Theessentialneedforanimals 
in research into many basic aspects of health and 

disease was then described by active experimenters, 
who each related ways in which their investigations 
could berelated to helpingman, moving fromstudies 

inanimalstopatients,usuallywithessentialadditions 
tounderstanding from in vitrowork. ProfessorPeters 
spoke formedicineand DrRees formore fundamental 
research. Dr Brenner provided a brief and unusually 
constrained defenceof genetic research. SirJohn Vane 
explained how a wide variety of methods based on 
animal tissues or on induced disorders in them had 
led to the discovery of drugs. Dr Hubel offered a 
warm but diffident account of neurobiology and Sir 
Walter Bodmer gave a robust explanation of the need 
for animals in cancer research. There are also three 
short "discussion" sections containing the audience's 
comments and questions. 

Asexpected, the speakers and audienceall supported 
the principle of animal experimentation, more 
strongly forsome purposes than others,and they had 
many examples, some showing where it had been 
and was still essential and others illustrating its 
replacement by more precise in vitro methods as the 
depth of scientific knowledge had increased. 

The audience in general was more concerned to 
discuss means tocounter the pressures and successes 
of the antivivisectionists. Researchers were asked to 
explain theirachievements to the public and everyone 
wanted more education of schoolchildren, students 
and the people. There was less certainty about how to 
approach these groups, apart from via GPs and their 
surgeries, patients'associations and thenewgrouping 
of the research based health charities. 
WhyI started with parallel worlds was becauseof the 
gulf between the measured reflections of these 
accounts and the heaving emotional and common 
anti-scientific illogicality of those opposed to animal 

experimentation. Reading these accounts was 
enjoyable as far as they went. Many of the examples 
will provide invaluable illustrations for talks, but the 
themes were measured and the tempo stately, and 
they have still to be transposed into the hubbub and 

huzzahs now needed to catch the popular attention 
and present ideas to the people. A meeting at the 
Royal Society may not be the place for public 
declamation and theaudience was not looking for the 

hustings, buttheyarecloserto the approach we need 

Some specific points: apart from Lord Adrian and a 
few brief thoughts elsewhere, ethics and philosophy 
were avoided. The distinction of the speakers and 
their intellectual powers must mean that they have 
considered these subjects, too, but we must look 
elsewhere for the critique of Singer, Medgeley and 



______ 

Rowan. The case in defence of research is strong, 
whether as utilitarianism, social justice or as coming 
from a more religious tradition of benevolence, but it 
needs to be stated and refined by public discussion, 

The examples of benefit from medicine (perhaps too 
focused on human condition with little to do with 
specifically veterinary matters) were described very 
briefly, which may not have troubled the expert 
audience at the meeting, but may leave others less 
clear about what was done and why. It might have 
helped to have had a more synoptic view of the 
progression from characterisation of disease ordisordered process to therapeutic benefit in selected 
fields. It was also unexpected thatbiochemistry itself 

received little direct attention, although itsideas were 
propounded by almost everyone; and yet, even if so 
many of its current successes come from in vitro 
approaches, where did the subject itself start and 
where are its findings applied? 

The booklet is well produced and contains helpful 
illustrations. 

It seems best to regard it as a strategic resource, 
containing a supply of ideas and facts about the value 
of animal experimentation in the recent past and 
present, and providing hints about the future. Itdoes 
require translation into the daily tactics of explaining 
and exemplifying animal work that have become of 
increasing importance in the communities of science 
and education.A 

D a n 

COMPUTERS IN PHYSIOLOGY 
TEACHING 

Universities and colleges are under growing pressure 
to increase student numbers and are expected to 
achieve this by making more efficient use of existing 
facilities and resources. However, it is not enough 
merely to scale up existing teaching methods, and 
Information Technology (IT) is seen as playing a key 
role in this evolution. (IT is any way of handling or 
processing information. At its simplest, this would 
include using paper and pencil, but in practice refers 
to the use of new technology - ie computers.) IT is 
clearly perceived as a Good Thing by those who hold 
the purse-strings, and is also favoured by top 
management. Forexample, theCommitteeof Scottish 
University Principals recently stated in a report on 
teaching and learning in an expanding higher 
education system that: "there is an urgent need to 
foster and introduce innovative approaches and 
structures, and to make the most effective use of new 
technology". 

Physiologists have never been slow to grasp 
innovations and a glance round any Physiology 
department in the country will reveal that computers 
are already widely used in research and teaching. But 
one is struck by thediversityof systemsand programs 
that are employed, especially in teaching. Computer 
Assisted Learning(CAL)orComputerBased Learned 
(CBL) is still very much a cottage industry and as a 
result, the "wheel" has been reinvented many times. 

Unfortunately,one person's "wheel" does notalways 
fit another person's "axle"! There is an urgent need 
for more co-ordination and collaboration in CAL But 
how should we go about doing this? A firststep is to 

find out what CAL material already exists. 
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WHAT (is currently available)? 
There is a bewildering array of hardware (the 
computers) and software (the programs that run on 
them). A fewyears ago, thechoice of hardwarewould 
have been between the cheaper BBC microcomputers 
or more expensive but more powerful personal 
computers (PCs). Now it is a question of "which 
PC?". This is a matter of personal preference; many 
have opted for one of the various IBM "clones" but 
Macintosh models are also in widespread use. The 
choice of software is even wider. An inventory of 
some Physiology teaching software was produced 
some years ago but is now out of date and probably 
did not include all that was in use throughout the 
land. A more comprehensive listing is provided in a 
Resource Directory published by the Computers in 
TeachingInitiative(CTI)CentreforBiology(Donnan 
Laboratories, University of Liverpool, PO Box 147, 
Liverpool L69 3BX, tel (051) 794 3586, fax (051) 794 
3588, Email: CTIBiol@uk.ac.liverpool). The Resource 
Directory includes over5O Physiology programs, but 

relevantprogramsarealsoincludedinothersections, 
such as Anatomy and Neurobiology. The directory 
provides details on prices and sources of the various 
materials. 
Few of these programs allow "real" experiments on 
living tissue. Although there are several commercial 
systems for running experiments, these are mainly 
intended for research laboratories. Systems like 
MacLab are in use in some teaching laboratories, but 

mailto:CTIBiol@uk.ac.liverpool


are expensive. The EPIC (Experimental Physiology 
Instrumentation Computer) system recently 
developed in Cambridge is now also available [see 
folloming article by RogerCarpenter]. 

Most of the software offers tutorials or simulated 
experiments. Some programs are limited in their 
capabilities, allowing students only to select a range 
of screens to display. Others are more interactive and 
gi ¢ethe studentconsiderablefreedomtochoose what 
they want to do: for example, they could identify the 
effects of reducing blood volume and then try 
adjustingothervariablestodiscoverthemosteffective 
means of "compensation". A few packages use 
multimedia, allowing the computer to access 
information in audio or video format, which may be 
stored on videodisk or CD-ROMs. An example is the 
Multimedia Encyclopaedia of Mammalian Biology. 

Although a lot of software is currently available, 
many people wish to produce their own material; but 
how does one go about creating one's own teaching 
programs? 

HOW (to produce CAL)? 

Serious computerprogrammingisa job fortheexpert, 
who uses complex languages to create the system 
software that makes the computer work. Most of us 
are not computer buffs, but we can still produce 
effective teaching programs usingauthoring systems. 
Authoring systems provide a framework or template 
into which one's own teaching material is written; 
they are used to produce CAL in much the same way 
that we use word processing packages towrite letters 
or even to produce this Magazine!Various authoring 
systems are available, such as Microtext, Guide, 
AuthorWare and Hypercard. Whatever system is 
used, CAL programs should not merely be "books on 
the screen" - students already have books, and they 
don't need more stuff to read. (Programs should be 
designed to helptheleamerleam, ratherthan helping 
the teachers teach.)Programs mustbeinteractive-the 
student must continually be challenged to think and 
make decisions and, above all, to act. Students can be 
presented with information and asked a question, 
What happens next depends on the answer and so 
each student takes their own individual path through 
the program. It is important to make sure that the 
programcancope withunexpected responsesas well 

as the predictable ones. If a student is required to type 
in a word or two, the program should be sufficiently 
flexible to deal with misspellings - it is very annoying 
when the computer fails to respond tosomething that 
is nearly correct. (Of course, it is also important to 
advise the student of the error!) The aims of the 
programmustbeclearlythoughtoutanditisprobably 
better initially to use several short sessions rather 
than trying to come up with a magnum opus. Some 
may be worried that students reared on a dietof Zapp 
the Wotsit on their Nintendo or Sega games machines 
might find teaching programs rather tame in 
comparison; but this need not be the case, provided 
that programs are interactive and stimulating. 
Students get bored only when they are passive. It is 
also necessary to keep the software up to date and to 
make it as realistic as possible. 

WHO (is using CAL)? 
Like many departments, the Institute of Physiology 
in Glasgow has been using CAL for several years. 
With funding from the CI, we replaced existing 

electrophysiology teaching units with a network of 
40 workstations based on BBC B+ microcomputers 
and Unilab interfaces. These were used primarily for 
recording, storing and displaying data from student 
practicals, but also provided revision tutorials 
(Objective questions) and statistical packages. When 
the system was installed, there was no suitable 
software available "off the shelf" and we had to 
produce it ourselves. Writing the teaching programs 
was a very time-consuming business, and at times 
some programs were being written at midnight for a 
9.00 amclass! This is oneexperience noneofus would 
wish to repeat! We made a lot of mistakes and our 

early efforts at programming now seem 
embarrassingly inept. But we learned someimportant 
lessons. Basically, we provided too much information 
in the and we did not anticipate that students would 
want to copy down everything they saw on the 
screen. Another difficulty we encountered was that 
our material was not compatible with other systems 
elsewhere and this seriously limited its usefulness. 
Our main problem was that we were all very 
inexperienced, and there was no one to whom we 
could turn for help. The situation Is different now. 
much more expertise is available to help those who 
wish to devote the time necessary to developing their 
own material, but time is a precious commodity and 
it may be more cost-effective in the long run to buy in 
existing software. 
We are now in the process of replacing the aging 
BBCs with PCs, which run SCAN software written by 
John Dempster at Strathclyde University. All along 
we wished to retain "real" experiments and hoped to 
makethemeasierforstudents toundertake. Students 
who had experience of using both conventional 
oscilloscopes and the computer emulations were in 
no doubt that the latter were easier to use. But using 
*omputers in this way for real experiments still 
requires considerable resources and staff 
commitment;wemayyetneedtoconsideralternative 
methods, such as selective use of simulations. 

WHERE (do we go now)? 

There are a number of ways that CAL could be 
expanded in the future. Development could proceed 
at the institutional level or by regional consortia of 
different institutions or nationally at the subject level. 
Implementation of large scale CAL facilities in single 
departments is not cheap: we are having to write off 
substantial portions of our equipment budget to 
purchasethenewteachingPCs.Mostuniversitiesare 
now rationalising their IT strategy, with formation of 
campus-wide networks and creation of multi-user 
facilities. But these offer only partial solutions to 
individual departments and disciplines. 
Co-ordination of the production of common 
courseware can really be achieved only by co
operation between cognate departments in different 
universities. The latest initiative in this direction is 
the Teaching and Learning Technology Programme 



(TLTP). TLTP is the largest ever injection of public 
money earmarked for learning technology in UK 
higher education. A total of £22.5 million over three 
yearsisalreadycommittedand43projectsarealready 
under way. Unlike the earlier ClI,TLTP emphasises 
multi-site collaboration. Money is provided for 
developmentand evaluation of materials, ratherthan 
provision of student facilities - this is seen as the 
responsibility of the various universities. Although a 
number of Physiology departments are involved in 
TLTP projects, there does not appear to bea specialist 
Physiology consortium. This is unfortunate, as other 
related disciplines have stolen a lead. The Pharmacy 
Consortium forCAL has set laudable objectives: "The 
project aims to develop courseware which will assist 
and improve undergraduate teaching in Schools of 
Pharmacy in the UK. The materials are expected to 
minimise the present duplication of effort, increase 
the exchange of software and encourage all Schools towork to a common standard. The project has the full 

support of all the Schools of Pharmacy in the UK, and 
is also supported by the professional body -theRoyal 
PharmaceuticalSocietyofGreatBritain."Thedeadlinefor submissions for Phase 2 of TLTIP has just passed, 

and it is uncertain if there 
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strategy of CAL in 
Physiology. If we do not 
adapt to the changing 
conditions,physiologists 
may join the list of this 
planet's endangered 
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Robin Orchardson 

EPIC 

This is an immoral tale, for the story of EPIC is one of 
procrastination rewarded. 

Since early days, Cambridge had been getting its first 
year Physiology students to record the electrical 
activity of frog nerve-muscle preparations, though 
notalwayswiththemostuptodateequipment.Some 
readers may remember the reassuringly tangible 
induction coil used for stimulation until its eventual 
replacement in 1965 by P EK Donaldson's electronic 
pulse stimulator, which wascoupled with a handsome 
buff-coloured Solartron CD1400 oscilloscope to form 
a versatile electrophysiological unit (Donaldson, 
1965). Although this was a great improvement, even 
with a persistent phosphor students found it difficult 
to make tracings of what they recorded, without 
overstimulating the preparation. By the beginning of 
the 1970s the development of storage oscilloscopes 
had reached the point where one could contemplate 
using them in undergraduate classes, at a price: the 
unit introduced in 1973 and designed by P L Joyce 
round a Tektronix dual-beam storage oscilloscope 
with home-produced preamplifiers cost some L1,600, 
at that time a starting lecturer's salary. Equipping 
ourselves with the 40-odd systems needed for our 

gruelling schedule of first and second year classes 
(morningand afternoon, flvedaysa week)represented 
a huge investment, whose magnitude coloured our 
thinking over the years that followed and led to our 
lagging behind other teaching laboratories as time 
went on. 
These new systems worked well and traces could be 
stored satisfactorily for many minutes before finally 
dissolving; but, inevitably, as the years passed the 
equipment started todeteriorate: the storage began to 
fail and the switches and other contacts required 
moreand moreattention. Inbusyclassesof 80 students 
with perhaps a couple of demonstrators and two or 
three assistants, equipment failures began to have an 
increasingly disruptive effect. By the mid 1980s it was 
obvious that we would need once again to plan to 
replace our electrophysiological units. 
The technologyhad beenmovingrapidlyinanumber 
of res orepects, and it was clear that there were several 
routes we could follow. The mostconservative would
havebeen simply to replace the existingoscilloscopes 
with digital devices, offering essentially unlimited 
pith stage, o g eeally ulipe
picture storage, though generally not of multiple 
traces. But by now there were several in the lab with 

considerable practical knowledgeofcomputers and 
programming, whorealisedthatdigitaloscilloscopes 
were only computers forced to do something rather 
trivial, and that a system based on a general-purpose 

computer could be used for many more kinds of task 

and would be intrinsically upgradable. But while this 

was obvious enough in principle, and we were aware 

of the pioneering work that had been done in other 

Physiologydepartments, theactualexamplesaround 
at that time were not altogether impressive. We 
experimented in the PartlI class with one such system,on a BBC computer, but it was evident that this 

computer was already rapidly obsolescent and that 

the future lay in the new generation of machines 
based on the 8086 processor, the IBM PCs and their 
clones. At the same time, data acquisition boards and 
software were generally inadequate to deal with the 
peculiar problems posed by electrophysiology, 

namely the need for very high impedance amplifiers 
with means for dealing with different kinds of noise 
and the ability to generate appropriate stimuli in 
synchrony with the recordings. Though some 
purpose-madecommercialsystemsexisted,theywere 
primarily designed for research rather than teaching 
and were correspondingly overpriced. Furthermore, 
our experience with the existing electrophysiological 
units was that the large numberof knobsand switches 
required to control such systems was extremely 
intimidating toall but a minority of the students and 
tended toget in thewayof theexperimentsthemselves. 
We needed an intelligently designed user interface, 
thatdrewon ourexperienceof which kinds ofcontrols 
were easy forfirstyearundergraduates to understand 
and which were not. 
As mightbeexpected,opinionin thedepartment split 
down the middle. Many felt that one should use 
proven technology of a kind where all the controls are 
"up-front"and the student knows (orat least might in 
principle know!)exactly what is going on: others saw 
the development of computer-based systems as 



inevitable and, in any case, desirable for other 
purposes, and believed that it would be perfectly 
feasible for us to develop both the hardware and 
software ourselves. Finally, in December 1987, it was 
agreed that the protagonists of both groups should 
present systems for evaluation: I was told to go away 
and come up with a computer-based replacement for 
the existing electrophysiological unit. 

It was evident from the outset that to aim merely at 
replacing the existing set-up would be absurdly 
restrictive, since the main reason forusinga computer 
was the number of completely new functions that 
could be performed: record-storage, different kinds 
of display, averaging, printing, numerical 
measurements and analysis, graphics and so on. We 
applied successfully for a pump-priming grant from 
the LUFC, enabling us tobuy a number of Olivetti PC-
not-quite-compatible 8086s which earned their keep 
simulating chart recorders in the Part II class and 
running the odd experiment or demonstration in Part 
I, whilst also serving as guinea pigs for the new 
software. Meanwhile, an electronics firm connected 
with the laboratory, Cambridge Research Systems, 
wasinvestigatingthepossibilityofproducingsuitable 
data acquisition boards on a commercial basis. What 
they came up with was the AS-I, a card actually more 
powerful than its host, since it was a 186 with a full 
640k complement of memory and interfaced with 
eight channels of analogue input, four of analogue 
output(twobeingmultiplierDACs)anddigitalinput/ 
output lines. 

I was fortunate to be left to get on with the project by 
myself, rather than having to operate through any 
kind of committee system,which would undoubtedly 
have been fatal to the whole enterprise. Gradually a 
designphilosophyforEPIC(ExperimentalPhysiology 
Instrumentation Computer) began to emerge, partly 
through wide-ranging discussion with J G Robson. 
An early decision was that there would be no knobs 
and switches or other controls on the system. 
Everything - gains, filter settings, stimulus timings, 
thelot-would beaccessibleonly through the software, 
avoiding the obsolescenceand maintenance problems 
built in to potentiometers and other contact-based 
hardware, and with the added advantage that we 
could choose which controls to make available to the 
students on different occasions. I felt that it was vital 
with inexperienced users to keep things as simple as 
possible,particularlyinasysteminwhich there would 
be so many functions and parameters that might 
potentially be needed, but only a few on any one 
occasion. This principle of hiding was extended to the 
basic structure of the whole system. EPIC consists of 
modules called devices and functions: the devices are 
the four analogue input channels, the two pulse 
stimulators, an analogue waveform generator and a 
transient generator, the timebase, an ECG/EEG 
conditioner, a front end for intracellular recording, 
and so on; the functions include measurement, 
calibration, XY-plotting, display control, printing, 
filing, fast data memory storage, data logging and 
histogram analysis. But not all these modules need be 
installed: one can have as many or as few of them as 
are needed. Thus, for the very first class in the first 

year, one might only enable one analogue Input, the 
timebase, display control and printing. As students 
becomemorefamiliarwiththesystem, morefunctions 
and devices can be introduced, until by Part HIthey 
feel confident in handling the full implementation 
with nothing hidden at all These configurations, 
together with initial settings for all the parameters, 
are stored in an initialisation file which is tailored to 
suit each individual experiment. 
This knobless approach of course makes special 
demands on thehardware, and the solution developed 
by CRS was an interface unit containing all the input 
amplifiers, filters and conditioners together with the 
output isolators and buffers, housed in a small 
modular rack with standard connectors for leads to 
the experiment. This box - known to its friends as the 
"Epibox" - acts as the front end of the AS-1 card and 
also receivescommands foralteringtheamplifierand 
other parameters via a serial line from the host 
computer. 
Development of the software went in parallel with 
the hardware, enormously speeded up by the choice 
of Forth as the programming language for both the 
host computer and the AS-1 board. Forth is very 
different from more familiar mainstream languages 
like C and Pascal: in many ways, Forth programs are 
like lists of subroutines, each subroutine being a 
further list of subroutines and soon until one reaches 
anucleusofelementaryprocedureswritteninmachine 
code. Since everything is a subroutine, the lists need 
consist of no more than pointers to addresses; this 

gives the language great conceptual elegance and 
also makes it remarkably efficient both in speed and 
storage: well-written Forth can often be smaller than 
equivalent assembler code, and the whole of EPIC 
despite its graphical user interface and other 
Windows-like features - fits comfortably within 64k. 
In Forth one is not so much writing a program as 
creating a language tailored to a particular problem; 
when dealing with the complexities posed by the 
interactions of unpredictable signals and events in 
real time, this can be a great help and has led to its 
widespread commercialuse in writing controllers for 
vending machinesand the like. Finally, because Forth 
compiles incrementally and can also be used 
interactively, the tedious development cycle familiar 
to programmers in most other languages - write, 
compile, test, write, compile, test - becomes a 
sequential process in which it is easy to test each 
individual module immediately as it is written. 
By the following April, a prototype system, without 
theEpibox, wasready to demonstrate to thecommittee 
charged with replacing the old oscilloscopes. A year 
later, the system was fully operativeand it wasagreed 
to authorise a year's trial of the system, usingexisting 
Olivettis, at just two places in the practical class, 
starting in October 1989. The trial went well, but still 
there were those on the committee with cold feet at 
the prospect of launching immediately into full 
implementation, and it was decided to have a further 
year'strialattwoplaceswiththeactualcomputerswe 
intended touse (Viglen 286s) and the new mechanical 
transducers and muscle baths that I had designed for 
use with the system (Carpenteret al, 1991; Carpenter 



& Jordan, 1993): at that time we were still using 
smoked drums for mechanical recording! 

At the time, Ifelt this further delay ofayearbefore any 
possibilityoffulldeploymentofEPICtobefrustrating 
and unnecessarily cautious; but, with hindsight, it 
was absolutely invaluable. For it turned out that there 
were many subtleties about the interface - what 
students actually found easy or difficult to use, how 
best to arrange the various elements on the screen 
that could only be discovered by trial and error, and 
we were fortunate in having student guinea pigs who 
were both enthusiastic and intelligentand also patient 
when bugs in the software - inevitably -came to light 
With more members of staff getting to know EPIC 
through demonstrating in the class, I obtained many 
helpful suggestions for additional functions and 
features. The enforced delay also had the advantage 
that, because of the rapid developments in computers 
and printers then taking place, we were able to obtain 
betterand cheaperequipment (386s) than would have 
been the case if we had plunged straight in at that 

stage. Furthermore, it also enabled us to get the 
accompanying experimental class booklet and EPIC 
handbook right, a time-consuming task that again 
relied on getting intelligent feedback from the users. 

The committee met again in the spring of 1991 and 
gave the final go-ahead for full implementation that 
October. Finance was, of course, a problem. Each of 
the 40 places in the class cost some £3,000, including 
the computer and an ink-jet printer, and while this 
was remarkably cheap in comparison with what had 
been spent in 1973 (22% of a starting lecturer's salary), 
money was by no means as plentiful as it had been 
then. Several companies (Glaxo; Merck, Sharp & 
Dohme; Pfizer;SmithKineBeecham) responded most 
generously to our requests for help by sponsoring 
units. But the money for the remainder had to be 
found out of departmental resources, since the 
University as a whole (and Biological Sciences in 
particular) had no funds forcapital teaching provision 
on this scale. In the end, thanks to the generosity of 
Trinity College in making an interest-free loan of the 
balance required, we were able to arrange to finance 
it by repayments over a period of five years. But 
economies were necessary, and we had to forgo the 
provision of hard disks on the computers (they work 
perfectly happily off floppies and we do not have to 
worry about viruses) and of the tracker-ball keyboards 
for which the software was originally designed. 

Installation went smoothly and we awaited with 
some trepidation the first set of new students in 
October 1991. In the event, the whole thing was an 
overwhelming success, from every point of view. Far 
frombeing intimidated by EPIC, this was a generation 
that had been practising on Space Invaders from their 
tenderest years and had much more of an instinct for 
keyboards than for knobs and switches. They 
responded enthusiastically to EPIC's facilities for 
making numerical measurements and producing high-
quality graphics, and we found them taking quite 
extraordinary trouble to produce professional-looking 
results (some are illustrated here). Far from getting 
between them and the experiments, as many had 
feared, the system seemed so simple that they were 

abletoconcentrateonthebehaviourofthepreparation 
itself, and many stayed on after classes to investigate 

phenomena that they had discovered for themselves. 
Altogether there was a new enthusiasm and 
excitement about experimental work, and a rather 
striking reflection of this is the significant reduction 
in the number of students expressing misgivings 
about working on animal preparations. 
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We are now at the end of the second academic year 
since installation and are about to upgrade ourPart 1 
class from the Olivetti-based system to 486s with the 
high-capacity hard disks needed particularly for 
experimental project work. EPIC undergoes steady 
development and improvement as new uses and 
ideas come up, and is now being sold by CR all over 
the world. Though it has been an almost continual 
preoccupation for more than five years, when I see 
theeffectithas had on theenthusiasmof ourstudents 
and the quality of their work it seems to me time well 
spent. 
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APPLICATION OF 
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS IN 
THE ANALYSIS OF CARDIAC 
EVENTS 

Computers are becoming increasingly important in 
allaspectsofphysiologicalinvestigation.In thisessay 
we discuss some of the various applications of 
computers in cardiac pathophysiology and 
concentrate on their importance in the rapidly 
expanding field of nonlinear dynamics. 

Control of experimental protocols 

Experimentation in cardiac physiology frequently 
requires very accurate timing of events and 
interventions, eg steady state pacing and interpolation 
of extra beats at precise intervals for constructing 
restitution curves. Relatively simple custom written 
software makes it possible to perform theinterventions 
with very high accuracy if needed (± 0.0001 ms). 
Further programming can allow quite complicated 
experimental protocols to be run automatically. For 
example, in one experimental protocol, accurately 
timed aortic occlusions are combined with extra 
stimuli during steady state pacing at various rates to 
determine refractory periods under different loading 

Fig I conditions (see Fig 1). 
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Computers have made a substantial impact on the 
computers in speed and accuracy of data analysis and, in doing so,cardiac 

investigationin have opened up new fields of investigation. An 
the laboratory.A investigation of beat-to-beat activityof cardiacevents 
protocoldriving previously involved laborious manual measuring of 
computerproduces the relevant signals for each beat, eg action potential 
triggering duration. Computerised analysis hasspeeded upsuch 
impulses for steady measurement by orders of magnitude. Such facilities 
statepacing (thin allow investigations which might not otherwise have 
vertical bars)and been attempted, eg beat-to-beat measurements of 
interpolatesextra action potential duration from an area of heart 
beats at timed 

itras(fat La,1987). 

ispeformed b~r Computer diagnosticsX 
and during timed 
aorticocclusions The expansion of this area into clinical cardiology has 
(horizontal dark almost become an industry. The applications range 
bar).After pre- from computer algorithms for analysing 
amplification,data electrocardiograms of patients, to representations of 
isdigitisedand cardiacmechanical and haemodynamic function using 
stored on the hard echocardiography and magnetic resonance imaging 
disk of another (MRI). 
computer. 

Computer modelling 
Computers also allow development and testing of 
theoretical models through which we can attempt to 
understand better the behaviour of cardiac systems, 

eg the popular software package "Heart" (Oxsoft). 
The formidable computing powers of modern 
supercomputers, eg Connection Machines, allow 
complicated models of single cells to be studied and 
alsoallowsimulationofthebehaviouroflargegroups 
of cells. Fig 2 [see inside front cover] shows part of a 
computer simulation of depolarisation In the sinus 
node. The simulation is based on the integrated 

behaviour of 64,000 single cells and was performed 
on a "Thinking Machines Massively Parallel CM5" 
supercomputer (with permission from Denis Noble). 
Newer frontiers In the use of computers 

It has been apparent for some time that mathematical 
analysis of data may allow detection of events or 
phenomena not apparent with conventional 
measurement. One such example of this is the use of 
Fourier Analysis to generate power spectra (eg 
Akselrod et al, 1981). However, the emergence of the 
now rapidly expanding field of chaotic dynamics or, 
more correctly, "nonlinear dynamics" (see Stewart, 
1986, for a simple but effective introduction; other 
readingincludes Glass& Mackey, 1988;Holden, 1986) 
has opened up intriguing possibilities in the 
interpretation and study of data derived from the 
heart (Denton etal, 1990). 

The application of nonlinear techniques to data 
frequently requires large numbers of data points and Fig 3 
the use of complicated and repetitive mathematical On the left (a) is a 
operations. Such analyses may take several hours time seriesofdata 
evenon a moderncomputerand are therefore virtually against time. The 

impossible for non-computerised analysis. This field valueof")X" 

is generating new ways of looking at the seemtovry 
pathophysiology of the heart. One of the facilitating randolny. 
aspects of its use is based on computer calculations Houierthe 
that can be graphically expressed, providing phase plane plot 
geometrical structures that can be more readily (b)of the data(a 
appreciated and understood than the equivalent plotofthe beat-to
numbers or equations. For example, in Fig 3a we see beat interval 
a time series ofdata which appears random. However, againstthe rate ofcag fitra 
construction ofa phase plane plot,a fundamental tool framteofprtevou 
in nonlinear dynamical analysis, reveals a structure beat) reveals an 
underlying the data (Fig 3b). Such analyses may underlying 
enable us to understand the global functioning of structure to the 
complex systems. behaviour of X. 
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Nonlinear dynamics may also allow us to make 
predictions about pathophysiology and outcome. At 
first, this seems contradictory, for one of the criteria 
for identifying chaos (a part of nonlinear theory) is 
extreme sensitivity to initial conditions, and a 
consequence of this is inherent unpredictability. This 
is popularly exemplified in the so called "butterfly 
effect", where the local air disturbance following the 
flap of a butterfly's wings can ultimately generate 
severe atmospheric repercussions thousands of miles 
away. However, an underlying pattern in the 
mathematical analyses can confer short term 
predictability. Oneapplication here is thelinkbetween 
heart rate variability and sudden death in patients 
with cardiac pathology (Malik &Camm, 1990). Normal 
variability has been characterised as chaotic (Kaplan 

Fig5 & Cohen, 1990) and a loss of variability by a period 

Plotshowing beat- bifurcation to periodicity carries a poor prognosis.
to-beatvariation Furthermore, an ECG machine has already been 
in heartrate developed that looks for characteristics of chaos in 
expressed as cycle phase plane plots of the QRS complex. Here 
length against identification ofchaos is thought tobeabnormal, and 
beat number (n).
On the left hand carries a poor prognosis. The contexts in which chaosside of the figure is physiologically normal, abnormal or, indeed, 

the heart rate possibly both, is a question beyond the scope of the 
varies in a chaotic present article. 
fashion. During Computerised analysis of complex systems using 
this time the nonlinear techniques also provide means by which 
computer tries to systems may be controlled (see Shinbrot et al, 1993). 
learn the way An example of this is shown in Fig 4 [see insidefront 
heartrate varies. Cover] in which the behaviour of a chaotic system can 
Once this is 
achieved,the be modified using carefully timed perturbations. In 

computeris ableto another example of such control, but in a cardiac 
add extra beats system, a computer is used to deduce the short term 
which have the predictabilityofabeatingheartduringa drug-induced 
effect of cardiac rhythm disturbance (Garfinkel et al, 1992). A 
controlling the computer analyses the abnormal rhythm using a 
degreeof nonlinear dynamical approach and, after "learning" 
variabilityin heart aboutthebehaviourofthesystem, the programmakes 
rate (control on). some sort of prediction as to when an abnormal beatWhen these extra 
control hets arr is going occur. A computer-driven stimulator, linked 

contrl beas aredevelopments
stopped(control to the program and system, interpolates an 
of) the chaotic appropriately timed stimulus to pre-empt the 
rhythm returns. abnormalbeatandproducebeatsthataremorelikely 
(FromCarfinkelet to be followed by normal beats. This, remarkably, 
al 1992 with controlled the chaotic variation in heart rate and 
permission.) reduced the severity of the arrhythmia (Fig 5). 
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In conclusion, the use of computers has been 
exceptionally enabling in experimental 
cardiology. It has expanded the horizons of 
data captureanalysisand manipulationand 
facilitated complicated modellingof cardiac 
physiology. It has also provided a new 
experimental tool in the study of chaos and 
nonlinear dynamical analysis. 

Conrad Murphyand Max Lab 
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COMPUTER VIEWS IN 
NEUROSCIENCE 

Despite the politicians' claims, the inflation rate for 
neuroscience data continues to soar. The near
universal adoption of computerised experimental 
controland data acquisition techniques has produced 
a glut in the amount of digital data, which is rapidly 
becoming indigestible. However, the rampant 

incomputerisation which have cooked 

up this problem can also provide the means to deal 
with it. Analytical approaches are fast being 
revolutionised by the adoption of visualisation 
techniques using the ever increasing computer 
graphics capabilities becoming available. 

Do we actually need the volumes of data and the 
associated analysis systems? Could we not instead 
use welldesigned,elegant, unequivocalexperiments 

in order simply and clearly to answer well-defined 
questions? Thiselegant approach has produced most 
of the real insights into neuronal function over the 
years, resulting in the classical papers, and no doubt 

will be viable for many years to come; but 
understanding of the more global functions of 
neurones and nervous systems are not amenable to 
these simple analyses. The major problem is that the 
phenomena and theircausation are not simply linked, 
but the overall properties of the systems are "emergent 
phenomena", which is to say that multiple simple 

can produce complex outcomes.interactions 
Extrapolating from knowledge on one level to 
predictions at the next level of complexity becomes 
extremely difficult. 



In this article we will attempt to point out some of the 
approaches being developed which should benefit 
our progress in understanding the physiological and 
pathological processes occurring in the nervous 
system. Many of these techniques are based upon 
rendering digital data into images suitable for 
visualisation, presenting the problem for ultimate 
interpretation to the phenomenal abilities of the 
human visual cortex. In this way, developments in 
the use of computer systems are analogous to the 
developmentofthemicroscopeandtelescope,opening 
up new vistas of information for our perusal. 
Confocal microscopy of CNS neurones 

The first task in understanding the complexity of 
neuronal function is to achieve a quantitative 
description of the cellular morphology. This requires 
resolution from the single synapse level (submicron) 
to the full extent of the neuritic tree (greater than a 
centimetre), and access to the intact viable structure, 
preferably in living tissue. These requirements can 
thus far only be met by using light as the probe, the 
ultimate resolution being set by the wavelength of 
light (350-800nm) which is on a similar scale to the 
individual synapses. Confocal microscopy in its 
various configurations allows imaging of a series of 
optical sections through viable preparations, which 
can also be simultaneously recorded by other means, 
eg electrophysiologically. The specificity and 
resolutionof this systemis determined by theoptically 
active probe molecules, such as fluorescent dyes, 
which are used tolabel the neurones. The selection of 
these probes determines the nature of what is imaged 
[selected images are illustratedon the back cover], 

A freely diffusible dye injected into one neurone will 
allow the mapping of the whole cytoplasmic extent of 
the cell. Alternatively, an ion-sensitive probe will 
providefunctional information within certain regions 
of the cell. The application of specific probes against 
cell constituents, eg toxins for membrane channels, 
will produce a map of distributions. As the nature 
and range of probes is extended, more and more 
features of the cells can be mapped. However, in 
ordertoincreaseresolutionintothenanometrerange 
the finer structures of the cell have to be observed 
with the even shorter wavelength electron beams of 
electron microscopy. An additional limitation of 
optical imaging is the rapidity with which images can 
be obtained, the ultimate limitation being the 
minimum number of photons which are sufficient to 
define any one voxel. A related problem is the 
contamination of the light signal by thermal noise in 
thedetectors (photomultipliersorcameras); however, 
this can be reduced by cooling of the detector. Less 
tractable problems areautofluorescenceand bleaching 
of the optical probe: the adverse effects of both are 
reduced by selection of highly fluorescent probes. 
Similarly, the use of high probe concentrations 
alleviates these effects but may also introduce other 
artifacts into the experiment. Just to compound 
matters, theautofluorescence signal is notnecessarily 
constant, butmayberelatedtobiologicallyimportant 
matters, such as NADPH levels, 

Computerised confocal microscopy allows the 
translation of the optical resolution into the acquisition 
of three-dimensional data sets which represent the 
structure of the neurones. Exploiting the resolution of 
these systems to the full produces massive data sets 
from each cell (>200MB) but, paradoxically, little 
information. The physics of the process (even at 
maximal theoretical resolution) mean that the data 
set is inherently "fuzzy", without clean edges (at a 
submicron level) todelineatecell fromsurroundings. 
The simplest analysis of these structures is visual. 
Even a simple PC can (in time) produce a set of views 
through the data set, equivalent to direct use of a 
microscope with infinite focal depth, so that all areas 
appearin focus. Simplearithmetic manipulations can 
render two separate angles of view to produce an 
apparent three-dimensional image. The importance 
of this is twofold: (i) the interpretation of the 3-D 
relationship between morphological objects is made 
much simpler and easier to demonstrate; (ii) the data 
is available in a digital format for further analysis. 

Analysis of CNS neurons structures 

Once a fuzzy data set of neuronal properties hasbeen 
obtained, quantitative analysis requires yet more 
computational techniques. This is a rapidly evolving 
field but many of the underlying principles are being 
borrowed from a long term development of image 
processing techniques. Take the task of defining the 
full structure of a single rat hippocampal pyramidal 
neurone to 200nm resolution in 3-D. the point of 
departure is alarge 3-D arrayof 8-bit or12-bit integers. 
Each integer represents the amount of light detected 
by the system from a volume of space in the original 

object.Theextent of this volume(voxel) is determined 
by the resolution of the system, and the 3-D location 
of the centre of the voxel is defined by the scanning 
mechanisms of the confocal microscope. Experimental 
choicesastoscanning, amplification and thresholding 
effect the data set. Under optimal conditions, the 
voxel extent is set by diffraction of the light coming to 
the detector. Theoretically, even an infinitesimally 
small, extremely bright light source would be imaged 
as occupying a volume defined by the optical 
properties of the system. This basic theoretical 
constraint can be moderated by the use of analysis 
routines. In essence, these exploit a knowledge of the 
physics of the system to remove some of the blur. For 
experimental science, it appears to be best to test the 
imaging system with samples thatapproximate to the 
infinitely small, very bright samples. Fluorescent 
microspheres, whichcanbeconsiderablysmallerthan 
thewavelengthof the illuminating light,can beimaged 
at maximal resolution of the system.The fuzzy images 
of these "points" can then beused by image processing 
algorithms in order to determine the distortions and 
blur induced by the microscope. It is then assumed 
that each discrete point on the actual object is 
represented in the final image by an equivalent blur. 
Deconvolution of these blurs should restore some of 
the lost resolution. Algorithms, and fully functional 
programs, of this type are becoming available 
commercially, using the point-spread-function 



(essentially detection of the 2-D blur from a single 
point) or the neighbouring plane algorithms (using 
knowledge of the plane above and below the current 
one to estimate the out-of-focus blur). The 
computerised view can appear to have higher 
resolution than is theoretically possible in 
conventional microscopy - to what extent this is real 
has to be carefully considered. 

Modelling neuronal structures 

No matter how good the images, they still are a 

"fuzzy" representation of the actual distribution of 

theopticalprobemolecules,andcomputertechniques 
are needed to permit furtheranalysis. Forexample, to 
infer the full 3-D morphology of a neurone for 
modelling electrophysiological properties requires a 
definition of all voxels as either within or without the 
cell.The surface membrane is defined astheboundary. 
The calculated area of the cell membrane depends 
upon the resolution of the detection, in that the 
membrane surface has a fractal dimension. From 
electron microscopywecan infer the level of resolution 
necessary to produce a surface area estimate which 
will approximate the true membrane area, as would 
be defined from measurements of neuronal 
capacitance. Unfortunately, this resolution needs to 
be -10nm while the optical instruments, even with 
digital corrections, are providing resolution at best of 
100nm.The mathematical transition from a three-
dimensional array to a description of the structure is 
a field which is being revolutionised with computer 
techniques. The first analyses used camera lucida or 
photographic techniques to define regions of the 
neurone in each focal plane; these could then be 
digitised interactively. The operator uses his 
knowledge of the tree-like structure of neurones and 
the changing image of portions as they left the plane 
of focus toallow the 3-D structure tobeapproximated 
as a set of nodal points connected by segments of 
defined diameters. This approach has been used 
successfully to determine structures for 
compartmental modelling of neuronal function, but 
our estimates of membrane area were an order of 
magnitude less than those inferred from the electrical 
properties,duetothefractalproblemdiscussedearlier. 
The hand-driven analyses are incredibly time-
consuming, even at the level of defining a basic 
branching skeleton of one cell, but become untenable 
for very high resolution images with their intricate 
detail. Analyses of these large detailed data sets are 
having to use non-interactive approaches, the 
computernot beinggiven anyassistance froma human 
operator. However, in many ways the logic of the 
algorithms being developed simulate those used by a 
human operator.Thecomputerhas tohave knowledge 
that all portions of one cell are interconnected in a 3-
D tree-like structure and that it has clean membrane 
boundaries. The final data output has to be suitable 
foruse in simulations ofneuronal behaviour. Avariety 
of 2-D and 3-D filter algorithms have been 
implemented to attempt to define boundaries within 
images, which can be used for the final structure. 

Each portion of the neuronal membrane has to be 
considered as a mosaic of membrane proteins of 
defined functions inserted in a lipid bilayer, but it is 

clear that the membrane proteins are not uniformly 
distributed. Thus, an additional requirement for this 
modelling is that it can accept information about the 
subcellular localisations of different membrane 
proteins, eg voltage-gated calcium and sodium 
channels. The distributions of these proteins can be 
defined by labelling with specific toxins orantibodies 
and imaging at different wavelengths to the whole 

neuronal structure. 

Applications builders and graphics 
workstations 
From the initial data acquisition, the data has to be 
processed through a variety of algorithms, which 
mayhavetobetestedempiricallyinordertodetermine 
the best methods. To write conventional code to 
perform these operations and display the results is 
time-consuming and tends to rigidise the analysis, 
making itinaccessible to the neuroscientistwho would 
gain most from the success of the project. This is a 
universal class of problems, which is now being 
addressed by a new generation of computerprograms 
designed to hand control back to the non-computer 
buff. These "applications builders" provide modules, 
building blocks as in Lego, which can be easily 
interconnected to make a huge variety of analyses 
available. Each module has a specific function 
embedded into a common interface. All applications 
use an "input" module to transform the original data 
set into the common internal representation used by 
thebuilder.Fromthis point, connections can be made 
into "filter" modules which transformdata according 
toamathematicalalgorithm.Thebeautyofthesystem 
is that, once produced, these modules can be re-used 
in any analysis and that the number of modules 
available in the public domain and commercially is 
increasing all the time. Dedicated hackers can 
moderately easily implement any novel algorithms 
of their own in software and embed these into new 
modules. This avoids the common problems of 
redundantand/oruser-hostilecodeoften discovered 
when a programmer transfers his or her work to the 
end user (in this case, the neuroscientist). Lastly,after 
all the manipulations, the data has to be examined. 
This is best achieved by rendering a software object 
into a form which can easily be understood with the 
visual cortex. Any aspect of the data set can be 
represented as a surface or a volume and displayed 
with simulated lighting, using modules included in 
the applications builder (images A and B of back 
cover). It then becomes possible for a non-computer 
expert to try multiple types of analyses and store the 
best for continued use. The interactive use of such 
systems requires a great dealof hardware power, and 
is therefore expensive, but the processing power 
available for any budget is always increasing. The 
importance of these techniques is being recognised 
byanSERCinitiativeandthe formationofusergroups 
tospread information within the academiccommunity 
(the AdvisoryGroupon Computer Graphics). 
[AGOCG is an initiativeof thejoint informationsystems 

committee of the Higher EducationFundingCouncil and 

the researchcouncils. For furtherdetails,write to DrAM 
Mumford, Computer Services,Loughborough University 
of Technology, Emaila.m.mumford@uk.ac.lut.] 

mailto:Emaila.m.mumford@uk.ac.lut


Data vlsuallsation 

Computer graphics allow confocal images to be 
defined, examined and analysed, but the same 

techniques can be applied to the functional data 

obtainedbyanyotherprocedures. Agoodexampleof 
the value of this approach is in examining large data 
sets obtained by measuring minimal synaptic events 
during single cell voltage clamp in the rat 

is only just being feltbut it seems increasingly likely 

that, ratherthanjustusingitforfiletransfers, literature 
searches,abstractsand simplemessages,itwllrapidly 
evolve into the publication forum of choice for image 

data, and perhaps most other scientific literature. 

Summary 
Computational techniques applied to neurosence
 

pstitina teqe aed t esin 
hippocampus.Manycomplexstatisticalanalyseshave 
been employed to demonstrate quantisation of 

synaptic transmidssion. Data visualisation using an 

applications builder allows the entire data set from 

one experiment to be examined as a whole. A 3-D 

surface Is formed by aligning responses to each 
stimulus, such that time is thex-axis and amplitude is experimentalparameters which willprovide the "best 

the y-axis. The z-axis is organised to reflect a certain 

aspectof the response. As illustrated (imageCof back 

cover), this can be magnitude of response at a given 
interval poststimulus, here matching the peak of the 

fast responses, but could be any measurable 

parameter. If the whole data setwerequantised tothe 

same levels, the data would appear as an ascending 

staircase.However, nonstationarity oftheunderlying 
processes means that the levels change through time. 

This is visualised by addinga fourth dimension tothe 

image in terms of colour, which is used here to 

display the order in which the responses were 

obtained. The data set can now be seen to contain 

bands of colours which show the quantal levels 
existing during a given period of time. Thus, this one 
plot shows all responses, the quantisation during 
different times and the stationarity. This can be used 
to assess the success of the statistical analyses by 
superimposing the estimated levels back onto the 
data set. 

Once data has been transformed into a multi
dimensional software structure, it becomes possible 
to examine the interrelationship between sets of 
parameters by changing the display properties or the 
operator's viewpoint. This leads on to the 
implementation of "virtual reality", whereby the 
operatorcan interact with the object.Thiscan currently 
be implemented by the useofeithermultidiensional 
hardware inputs (miceor joysticks) orvirtual controls 
operated by mouse or keyboard. These inputs can be 
used to direct "fly-throughs" of the data sets and 
viewing from any angle. Current developments 
include "immersive" systems with binoculardisplays, 
which are rapidly being adopted for games systems, 
and may thus become cheap enough for scientific use. 
This is so much "cyberpunk" gimmickry unless the 
mathematical basis of the analysis is sound and the 
system is used to provide new insights into the 
physiological systems. Nonetheless, there is a 
revolution in the application of computing to data 
analysis and modelling which will potentially alter 
and enhance our understanding. 

Internet 
The interconnectivity of the computer systems 
available through wide area networks is having a 
huge effect on the availability of information and the 
ease of data exchange with colleagues in different 
parts of the world. The potential of this global system 

are assisting us in interpreting large data sets in 
meaningful ways. Mathematical modelling, perhaps 

best exemplified by the original description of the 

action potential by Hodgkin and Huxley (1952), has 

its greatest relevance when applied heuristically. We 
can examine hypoheses and determine the crucialypot 

test' and, indeed, develop models to evaluate the role 

of processes which are presently beyond the reach of 

our experiments. Modelling has allowed us to 

underpin theoreticallyand appreciatetheimportance 
of the spatially restricted elevations in second 

messengers (iecalcium "domains"); to unravel the 

multiple components of electrotonic decays; to 

determine the importance of voltage-gated channels 

indendrites insignal processing; to integrate the
 

biophysical properties of single channels into an 

understandingof whole cell behaviour, and, from the 

properties of single neurones, to attempt to reach to 

the properties of real neural networks. 

Perhaps themostimpressiveobservation fromall this 
is the sheer power of the visual cortex in assimilating 
andanalysingdatawhenitispresentedinanaccessible 
fashion. Wetware still has the edge. 

John Chad,Edward Stockley and HowardWheal 
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MENDING NOISY DATA FROM 
HIPPOCAMPAL SYNAPSES 

Do you measure a variable inorder todetect a pattern 
within its fluctuation? Are you troubled by noise? Do 
you wish you had more data points? If youranswer to 
each of these questions is "Yes", you may be dealing 
with a similar statistical problem to one which has 

impeded quantal analysis of synaptic transmission in 
theCNS.Inthisarticle, Ishalldescribeacomputational 
method designed to deal with this problem, which 
was adapted from an application far removed from 
the study of synapses: the interpretation of 
astronomical images. It has helped resolve quantal 
parametersinexcitatorytransmissioninhippocampal 
slices and shed light on the mechanisms ofexpression 
of long term potentiation (LTP). 

Ever since the quantal description of signalling at the 

neuromuscular junction as formalised by del Castillo 

and Katz (1954), it has been widely speculated that 

transmission in the brain obeys much the same 

principles.Thatis, thesizeofthepostsynapticelectrical 
signal produced by presynaptic release of 

neurotransmitter should fluctuate from trial to trial 
among integral multiples of an underlying unit. This 
is the quantal amplitude, generally thought to 

represent the postsynaptic action of an individual 

vesicle of neurotransmitter. The other parameter of 

interest is the quantal content, which refers to the 

average number of quanta released in response to a 

presynapticaction potential.This description provides 
a powerful tool to decide whether modulatory a poerflt tol hethrdecde mdulaory 
influences exert their effect on transmission by an 
action on presynaptic release probability, which 
should affect quantal content, or by altering 

postsynaptic receptorproperties, which should affect 
quantal amplitude. 

Synaptic transmission in the CNS, however, presents 
many obstacles to the reliable measurement of these 
quantal parameters, principally because, in contrast 
to the neuromuscular junction, each cell receives a 
large number of synaptic inputs. These inputs may 
each have a different typical quantal amplitude, and 
synaptic events cannot unambiguously be identified 
with an individual release site. Monosynaptic 
potentials or currents evoked by stimulation of a 
small numberof presynaptic fibres have nevertheless 

amplitude histogramsbeen recorded and the 

describing their trial-to-trial fluctuations do indeed 
suggest an underlying stochastic process. These 
observations have led to considerable excitement, 
especially inthe case of the hippocampus, because of 
the hope that quantal analysis could help identify the 
locus of LTP. (LTP refers to the persistent increase in 
excitatory synaptic strength which follows upon a 
conjunction of presynaptic and postsynaptic activity, 
and is a candidate cellular substrate for memory 
storage). In spite of intense investigation, there has 
been considerable disagreement as to whether it is 
mediated by an increase in transmitter release from 
presynaptic terminals or through an enhancement in 

the postsynaptic response to the same amount of 
transtter, rfunction 
transmitter. 

Several early attempts to identify changes in quantal 
parameters with LTPrelied heavily on theassumption 
that transmission inthe hippocampus is in all respects 
the sameas at the neuromuscular junction.This would 
allow certain computational short cuts to be taken, 
because transmission at the neuromuscular junction 
is well described by simple probabilistic models 
(binomialorPoisson)whichallowquantalparameters 
to be estimated in the presence of a poor signal-to
noise ratio. Such an approach cannot, however, be 
justified in the absence of evidence that transmission 
in the hippocampus also conforms to these models. 
Instead, it is more sensible to look for evidence of a 
quantal process, and only then to try to measure the 
quantal parameters. This has been attempted by 
recording large numbers of synaptic events, evoked 
either by stimulation of individual presynaptic cells 

or by "minimal" stimulation of a few presynaptic 

afferent fibres in hippocampal slices. Repetitive 

stimulation, however, frequently results inrun-down 
of the synapses, so there is an upper limit to the 

sample size which can be collected before recording 
conditions change, usually fewer than 500 trials. The 

other principal obstacle to resolving quantal 
parameters is background noise, which can be 
minimised by reducing background synaptic activity 

and using low noise recording techniques (in 

particular, whole-cell patch clamping). In a subset of 

connections studied in this way there does appear to 

be clustering of excitatory postsynaptic potential 

(EPSP) or current (EPSC) amplitudes at integral 
multiples of a putative quantal unit (Fig 1: Kullmann&Nicoll, 1992).Theseexamples presumably represent 

cses where The amle resua ablytrepresent 

approximately the same quantal amplitudes and 

where the intrinsic quantal variability is low. 
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An alternative explanation is that the peaks and Fig 1 
tr nativeneplation isthat thepa nd Fitud 

troughs in amplitude histograms are mainly Amp0itude 
artefactual,resultingfrombackground noiseandfinite togm fr 600 
sampling, rather than reflecting the underlying onEsecutioe 
stochastic process. Indeed, altering the binwidth of EPSCs recorded 
the histogramcan often give rise to peaks and troughs from a CAI cell, 
at quite different amplitudes. Moreover, random in responseto 
sampling from a simulated probability density minimal 

representinga noisy stochastic process often stimulationof 
yields amplitude histograms with spurious clustering arent. 



which could give rise to an incorrect estimate of the 
"true" underlying noise-free process. An important 
advance was made by Redman and co-workers 
(reviewed in Redman, 1990), studying transmission 
in the spinal cord. They argued that the background 
noiseand theunderlying synaptic fluctuation process 
add linearly, giving a probability density function 
which is sampled randomly to give the measured 
signal. The mathematical operation describing this 
interaction between the two processes is convolution, 
effectively "smearing" of one function by the other. 
Now, since the noise process can be measured in 
isolation, by recording the membrane current or 
potential in the absence of evoked activity, it should 
be possible to reverse the operation, that is 
"deconvolve" the measured synaptic signal 
fluctuation, to resolve the underlying noise-free 
fluctuation pattern. This can be done computationally 
by optimising the agreement between the observed 
synaptic signal fluctuationand theprobabilitydensity 
obtained by convolving the estimated underlying 
pattern with the noise function. Noise deconvolution 
has helped resolve features which were not initially 
apparent from visual inspection of the amplitude 
histograms, and has shed light on transmission a 
number of central synapses. 

The principal shortcoming of noise deconvolution is 
that, while it deals with the issue of noise, it does not 
overcome the problem of finite sampling. That is, 
simulations have shown that incorrect results are 
often obtained if the sample size is small, and also if 
the noise standard deviation is large relative to the 
quantal amplitude. This is because the deconvolution 
process attempts to account for minor clustering of 
amplitudes, resulting from sampling artefact, as well 
as the larger trends which reflect the "true" underlying 
process. Noise deconvolution effectively "overfits" 
the data: the agreement between the observed 
amplitude distribution and the probability density 
obtained by reconvolving the result with the noise 
function is muchbetterthan expected fromprobability 
theory. 

TheapproachIhaveattempted to promote, Maximum 
Entropy Noise Deconvolution (MEND), attempts to 
deal with both noise and finite sampling (Kullman, 
1992). In a slightly different form, it was first applied 
to help interpret astronomical images wherethe same 
problemsarise: there isaspatialdispersion (smearing) 
of the image (for instance, because of atmospheric 
interference; or, in the case of the Hubble telescope, 
optical errors) and an upper limit to the number of 
photons recorded in any observation session. By 
analogy with quantal analysis, the noise function can 
be determined by looking at the spatial dispersion of 
a known astronomical point source. Finally, the same 
challenge is presented: obtainingthe highest resolution 
while avoiding the pitfalls of overfitting the data. The 
solution, originally proposed by Gull &Daniell (1978), 
is simultaneously to maximise two quantities: on one 
hand, the goodness of fit of the observed data 
distribution to the probability density obtained by 
reconvolving the solution with the noise function; 
and, on the other, the smoothness or entropy of the 
solution. Optimising the fit and maximising entropy 

have opposite effects on the shape of the solution: if 
the fit is too good, then there are generally high peaks 
and deep troughs, someof which may be spurious. If, 
instead, the entropy is too high, then the solution is 
flat and featureless, and could not possibly have 
given rise to theobserved data distribution. When the 
right trade-off is achieved between the goodness of fit 
and entropy, then what features are present in the 
MEND solution can be confidently taken to reflect 
genuine clustering in the data, beyond what can be 
accounted for by sampling artefact and noise. A 
sensible trade-off point is obtained when, using a 
conventional goodness-of-fit test (c2 orKolmogorov-
Smirnov), the probability that the data were drawn 
from the probability density obtained by convolving 
the MEND solution with the noise function is 0.05. 
This is a conservative trade-off point and means that 
if the entropy of the MEND solution were any higher 
(that is, if it were any smoother) it would have to be 
rejected at p < 0.05. 
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Fig 2 shows the MEND solution obtained for the Fig 2 
amplitude histogramillustrated inFigl.This indicates MEND soution 
that the clustering of EPSCs at approximately 3.5, 7 fm dat in Fig 1. 
and 10 pA is greater than can be accounted for by 
noise and finite sampling, and therefore supports a 
quantal model of transmission. Monte Carlo 
simulations carried out with a similar quantal model 
of transmission have shown that as the sample size is 
made bigger, or the noise amplitude made smaller, 
the features in the MEND solution become sharper, 
naturally reflecting the increased confidence in the 
clustering seen in the amplitude distribution. 
Conversely, if the sample size is made smaller, or the 
noiseamplitudemadebigger, thentheMENDsolution 
becomes smoother, until eventually it is flat, implying 
that no confidence can be attached to any features in 
the data (Kullmann, 1992). 
After induction of LTP the amplitude fluctuation 
pattern changed: the number of peaks increased, but 
their average separation remained unchanged (Fig 
3A). This suggests an increase in quantal content, 
with no change in quantal amplitude. In other cells, 
however, LP was accompanied by an increase in 
quantal amplitude alone, or even in both quantal 
amplitude and quantal content (Fig 3B -Kullmann & 
Nicoll, 1992). This finding, also reported by Larkman 
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et al (1992) and Liao et al (1992), indicates dual forms 
of expression of LTP. By analogy with the 
neuromuscular junction, this means that LTP is 
accompanied by increases both in presynaptic 
transmitter release probability and in the postsynaptic 
action of the transmitter. Further studies will be 
required to test this interpretation, and whether the 

twoenbltwo processes are independently controlled. 

Maximum Entropy Noise Deconvolution has proved 
itself usefulinquantalanalysis,as wellas inastronomy 
and other imaging applications. It should be 
considered wherever the task involves extracting a 
fluctuation pattern from a noisy process with a finite 
sample size.By taking into account the noise process, 
it improves the resolution of the data, but only as far 
as justified by the sample size. 

DimitriKullmann 

Dimitri 
Kullmann 
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University of Oxford 

University Lectureship In Physiology 
in associationwith Merton College 

tenablain e vUniversity Laboratory of 
incese Universitytl Laboratorydo thePhysiology from 1 October 1994. Stipend will 

be according to age on the scale £13,601 to 
£26,803. The current post is open to candidates 
working in any area of physiology or related 
disciplines. However, the Department has most 
need for teaching in the areas of "systems" 
(kidneys, gastrointestinal system and, 
especially, circulation) and it is hoped that the 
lecturer will be able to teach in thatgeneral area. 

The successful candidate may be offered a 
tutorial Fellowship at Merton College. 

Further details of both the University 
Lectureship and College Fellowship may be 
obtained from Professor C Blakemore, 
University Laboratory of Physiology, Parks 
Road, Oxford OX1 31'l ", to whom applications 
(nine copies, or one from overseas applicants) 
with a full curriculum vitae and summary of 
research interests, list of publications (please 
star five most important publications) should 
be sent by 15 October 1993, together with the 
names of three referees who have agreed to 
send their opinions without further requests by 
the same date. 



No notice is carried for more than three 
successive editions. Notices are starredso that 
readers can see at a glance whether this is the 
first (one star)or final (three stars) appearanceof 
the notice. Notices for the December (King's 
College, London) edition should reach the Editor 
or the Administration Office by 15 October 
1993. 

The Bayliss and Starling Society 
ANNUAL MEETING 
13-14 September 1993 
Royal Postgraduate Medical School, 
London 

International workshop on biological control 
systems: Genes, mRNA, regulatory peptides 
& growth factors. Molecular biology, 
physiology, pharmacology & clinical 
applications. Further details from: Kim 
Cyrus, Endocrinology Unit, 2nd floor, 
Francis Fraser Building, Royal Postgraduate 
Medical School, London W12 ONN, tel (081) 
740 3242, fax (081) 740 3142 *-* 

European Working Group on Cardiac 
Cellular 
Electrophysiology 
17th MEETING 
17-19 September 1993 
Graz, Austria 
Further details from: Prof B Koidl, Karl-
Franzens-Universitit Graz, Institut fur 
Medizinische Physik u. Biolphysik, 
Harrachgasse 21, A-8010 Graz, Austria, or 
from: Dr H F Brown, University Lab of 
Physiology, Parks Road, Oxford OX3 7TN, 
tel (0865) 272454, fax (0865) 272469. 

Xllth International Symposium on 
RESPIRATORY 
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY 
20-22 September 1993 
Wellcome Centre, LondonFeromaetrono neeFurther information from: Miss Janette Shiel, 

Dept of Medicine, Charing Cross & 
Westminster Medical School, Fulham Palace 
Road, London W6 8RF, tel (081) 846 7176, 
fax (081) 846 7170 ** 

European Society for Comparative 
Physiology and 
Biochemistry - 15th Annual 
ConferenceBIOCHEMICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL 

EFFECTS OF POLLUTANTS AND 
TOXICOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
20-23 September 1993 
Genova, Italy 
Further details from: Piera Ponta, Consorzio 
Genova Ricerche, Via dell'Acciaio 139, 16152 
Genova, Italy, tel (010 39) 10 6514000, fax 
(010 39) 10 6512981 -* 

Royal Society Discussion Meeting 
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OF PRION 
DISEASES 
22-23 September 1993 
London 
Further details from: The Scientific Meetings 
Secretary, The Royal Society, 6 Carlton 
House Terrace, London SW1Y 5AG, tel (071) 
839 5561, Ext 278, fax (071) 930 2170 ** 

Autumn School in 
COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE 
29 September-1 October 1993 
Oxford 
For third year undergraduates to post-
doctoral workers. Focuses on: frontal lobes; 
brain imaging, neuroscience and 
consciousness; spatial disorders, neglect and 
the parietal lobe. Further details from: 
Administrative Secretary, McDonnell-Pew 
Centre for Cognitive Neuroscience/MRC 
Research Centre in Brain & Behaviour, Dept 
of Experimental Psychology, South Parks 
Road, Oxford OX1 3UD, tel (0865) 271364 or 
272497 * 

Assoclazione Sclenze Cardiovascolarl 
International Workshop
DETERMINANTS OF CARDIAC 
SHAPE AND FUNCTION: BASIC AND 
COMPARATIVE ASPECTS 
30 September-2 October 1993 
Trento, Italy 
Further details: Annalisa Clementi, Istituto 
per la Ricerca Scientifica e Tecnologica, 1-
38050 Povo (Trento), Italy, tel (010 39) 461 
814328, fax (010 39) 461 814340 * 

European Neuroendocrine 
Association 
FROM BASIC SCIENCE TO CLINICAL 
APPLICATIONS 
6-9 October 1993 
and Workshops in Endocrinology 
NEUROPEPTIDES and 
PITUITARY TUMOURS 
5-6 October 1993 
Lisbon, Portugal 

Further details from: Prof G Fink, MRC 
Brain Metabolism Unit, 1George Square, 
Edinburgh EH8 9JZ, tel (031) 650 3548, fax 
(031) 662 0240; or Prof L Sobrinho, Dept of 
Endocrinology, Portuguese Cancer Institute,
1093 Lisbon, Portugal, tel (010 35) 1 17269285, fax (010 35) 1 1726 1529**f' 

International Symposium on 
ANAESTHESIA 
20-22 October 1993 

Beijing, China 
Deadline for abstracts: 15 May 1993. Further 

information from: Mr Zhang Ming, PO Box 
300, CICCST, Beijing 100086, China, tel (010 
86 1) 8313335, fax (010 86 1)8316091 *** 

International Conference on 
GASTROINTESTINAL HORMONES 
AND GASTROINTESTINAL MOTILITY 
25-28 October 1993 
Beijing, China 
Deadline for abstracts: 15 July 1993. Further 
details from: Mr Ming Zhang, PO Box 300, 
CICCST, Beijing 100086, China, tel (010 86 1) 
8313335, fax (010 86 1) 8316091 **-

Wellcome Centre for Medical Science 
Open Meeting 
Second-Stage Filtering in Vision 
29 October 1993 
London 

Rgtaon 
Registration fee: E20 (CIO for graduate 
students). Further details from: Jilly Steward 
(071) 611 8656** 

International Symposium on 
QUALITY ASSURANCE 
PROGRAMMES IN HOSPITALS 
1-3 November 1993 
Beijing, China 
Further details from: Mr Zhang Ming, PO 
Box 300, CICCST, Beijing 100086, China, tel 
(010 86 1) 8313335, fax (010 86 1) 8316091 

2nd International Conference on 
SPORTS MEDICINE 
2-5 November 1993 
Beijing, China 
Deadline for abstracts: 3 July 1993. Further 
information from: Dr Jhang Ming, Beijing 
International Hotel, No 9 Jian Nei Dajie, 
Beijing, China, tel (010 86 1) 5126688 ext 
1534, fax (010 86 1) 8316091 *** 

Erasmus University Postgraduate
Course 
MODELS & METHODS IN CLINICAL 
RESEARCH
 
25 November-1 December 1993
Rotterdam, the Netherlands 
Further details from: Office for Postgraduate 
Medical Education, Erasmus University, 
Rotterdam PO Box 1738, 3000 DR 
Rotterdam, the Netherlands, tel (010 31) 10 
408 7879/7881, fax (010 31) 10 436 7271 * 

9th Annual Symposium on 
Biotechnology 
THE NEW BIOLOGY OF 
CARBOHYDRATES
 
16-17 December 1993 
UCL Medical School, London 

Sections on biosynthesis, biological activities, 
protein-carbohydrate interactions, 
crystallography of protein carbohydrate 
recognition. Further details from: Mrs B 
Cavilla, Institute of Biology, 20 Queensberry 
Place, London SW7 2DZ ** 

International Federation of Automatic 
Control Symposium
MODELING & CONTROL IN 
BIOMEDICAL SYSTEMS 

27-30 March 1994 
Galveston, Texas, USA 
Deadline for short abstracts: 1 October 1993. 
Deadline for extended abstracts and advance 
registration: 1 January 1994. Further details 
from: IFAC Biomedical Symposium, 
University of Texas Medical Branch, Box 
55176, Galveston, TX 77555-5176, USA, tel 
(010 1) 409 770 6628, fax (010 1) 409 770 6825 
* 

9th International Conference 
BIOCHEMISTRY OF EXERCISE 
21-26 July 1994 
Aberdeen 
Deadline for registration and submission of 
poster abstracts: 31 January 1994. Further 
details from: Dr R J Maughan, University 
Medical School, Foresterhill, Aberdeen AB9 
2ZD, Scotland, tel (0224) 681818 Ext 52482, 
fax (0224) 662990 *



2ND WORLD CONGRESS OF 
BIOMECHANICS 
10-15 July 1994 
Vrlje Universitelt of Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands 
Deadline for abstracts: 1 December 1993. 
Furtherinformation from: Biomechanics 
Section, Institute of Orthopaedics, University 
of Nijmegen, PO Box 9101, 6500 HB 
Nijmegen, The Netherlands, tel (010 31 80)
613366, fax (010 31 80) 540555 **' 

Peter Debye Prize 1994 
Molecular Biology of Cardiovascular 
Diseases 

The Peter Debye Prize, in the amount of 
20,000 guilders, is an award of appreciation, 
funded by the Edmond Hustinx Foundation 
in Maastricht and named after the physicist 
P JW Debye (1884-1966), a native of
Maastricht, who was awarded the Nobel 
Prize for Chemistry in 1936. The prize will 
be presented for the eighth time in January 
1994 to a person or group of persons (up to 
three) who are considered to have made a 
fundamental contribution to research in thefield of Molecular Biology of Cardiovascular 
Diseases (fundamental and clinical aspects).
The jury would like to have drawn to its 

attention persons or groups of persons from 
any country who could be considered for 
this award on the basis of their scientific 
work in this area. 

Nominations (in English) should enclose a 
curriculum vitae, a survey of the 
achievements of the candidate(s) (not 
exceeding four pages) and a list of 
publications. This material should be 
received by the Secretary before 15 October 
1993. Further information from: Dr E H S 
Drenthe, Secretary of the Jury for the Peter 
Debye Prize 1994, Office of the Rector, PO 
Box 616, 6200 MD Maastricht, Netherlands."* 

Physiologist in Addis Ababa 

There is a vacancy for a well qualified 
physiologist to teach the subject in Addis 
Ababa, Ethiopia. This appointment is funded 
by the World Health Organisation. Teaching 
is in English and is similar to that in the UK-
strenuous efforts have been made to develop 
research. The staff of the medical school is 
cosmopolitan with many expatriate members 
and their families. 

Further information from: Yoseph Assen 
Mengesha, MD, PhD, Head of Dept of 
Physiology, Faculty of Medicine, Addis 
Ababa University, Ethiopia, fax (010 251) 1 
513099.* 

Scientific Apparatus Recycling
Scheme (SARS) 

This scheme aims to assist the biochemists of 
Eastern Europe by recycling to them 
scientific apparatus that is at present surplus 
to the needs of those in the West. Apparatus 
is assembled and sorted in a UK warehouse 
prior to despatch in bulk to biochemical 
societies in Eastern Europe, which are 
responsible for the distribution within their 

countries. Items are sent only after being 
identified as useful for the recipients. FEBS 
is paying all the costs involved in the 
transport of the apparatus to the warehouse 
and usually for transport across Europe, 
although assistance is sometimes provided 
by the recipient country. 

Requests for apparatus are constantly being 
received from the East. It is clear that SARS 
will have to be a long term measure.Attempts are now being made to extend 
SARS to other potential donor countries. 
SARS is not limited to university 
departments and research institutes, for 
industry and publishers are also helping 
SARS has now been extended to books and 
journals. The most valuable are the last ten 
years of complete runs of good journals but 
there are requests for much longer runs. 

The SARS Co-ordinator, would be pleased to 
hear from anyone who has surplus 
apparatus, books or journals for disposal. 
There is sometimes a call for copies of the 
Journalof Physiology. 

Further details from: Prof Peter N Campbell,
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, 
University College London, Gower Street, 

London, WCIE 6BT, tel (071) 387 7050 ext 
2169, fax (071) 380 7193 *** 

Animal Research - Facing the Public 

The need to justify and explain animal 
experimentation may occur during 
conversations with friends, seminars with 
groups of students, or a formal lecture or 
debate before a wider public. It is easier to 
meet the challenge with convincing facts, 
telling examples and good statistics! 

The Animal Welfare Sub-Committee of The 
Physiological Society has collected 
information from all over the world, dealing 
with the issues. It has been produced by 
scientists, health charities, and responsible 
organisations concerned primarily with 
animal welfare. The videos, posters, 
pamphlets and books will be on display at 
the Southampton meeting. 

William Harvey and the Circulation of 
the Blood 

This film, made in 1978 by Michael de Burgh 
Daly, Douglas Fisher, Leonard Goodwin and 
Gweneth Whitteridge, gives a brief account 
of the theories of the movement of the blood 
in the body before Harvey's time, before re
enacting Harvey's experiments, described in 
his De Motu Cordis (1628), that provided
proof of his hypothesis of the circulation of 

the blood. This 16mm film costs £80 plus 
VAT plus postage. Two versions are now 
also available on video (VHS): a 37 minute 
version (price £40.00 plus VAT plus postage) 
and a 27 minutes version (price £25.00 plus 
VAT plus postage). 

Enquiries and orders should be made to: Dr 
Michael Clark, Audio Visual Resources 
Manager, the Wellcome Trust, 183 Euston 
Road, London NWI 2BE, tel (071) 611 
8596/7 *** 

Membership of The Physiological 
Society 

The minimum criteria for consideration by 
the Committee for inclusion on the 
Membership ballot (as Ordinary or Foreign 
Members) are: 

I A candidate must have given at least one 
Communication or Demonstration in person 
to the Society. 

2 A candidate must have published at least 
one full research paper on a physiological 
subject in a reputable journal. This paper 
will form part of the documentation 
considered by the Committee, so that in the 
case of a paper that has more than one 
author details of the contribution made by 
the candidate must be provided. 

3 The candidate must obtain the signatures 
of SIX Members of the Society who will sign 
a statement declaring that the candidate is 
well known to them, is practising in 
physiology or a cognate subject and is likely 
to remain so, fulfils the criteria for 
Membership and is likely to benefit from 
Membership of the Society and take part in 
its activies. 

There are currently two classes of 
Membership for which individuals can be 
considered. Candidates for Ordinary 
Membership will reside in the British Isles or 
have worked for a substantial period in the 
British Isles or have served the Society in 
some significant way. Candidates for Foreign 
Membership will normally reside outside the 
British Isles. 

Full details and forms are available from the 
Administrator (Membership), The 
Physiological Society, Administration and 
Publications Office, PO Box 506, Oxford OX] 
3XE, tel (0865) 798498, fax (0865) 798092. 

Erratum 

The Editor extends his apologies to Pavel 
Hnik, for accidentally omitting E Gutmann 
and V Kruta from the list of illustrious 
physiologists enumerated in his article on 
Czech and Slovak physiology (Issue No 8, 
June 1993, page 7). E Gutmann was an 
eminent neuromuscular physiologist, who 
studied during the war as a PhD student of J 
Z Young and became a Member of the 
Society; V Kruta was a respected cardiac 
physiologist. 

Contributors 

Contributors to this issue of the Magazine, 
other than those whose current addresses are 
included in the Society's membership
handbook known as the Grey Book (1993 ed), 
are as follows: 

Dr Roger Lock, School of Education, 
University of Birmingham, Edgbaston, 
Birmingham B15 2TT 

Dr Mark Matfield, Research Defence Society, 
58 Great Marlborough St, London W1V IDD 



TITLE 

The relation between stimulus and response in olfactory receptor 
cells of the tiger salamander 

Activation of a common potassium channel in molluscan 
neurones by glutamate, dopamine and muscarinic agonist 

The effects of inhibitors of sarcoplasmic reticulum function on 
the systolic Ca2l transient in rat ventricular myocytes 

Calcium entry through nicotinic receptor channels and calcium 
channels in cultured rat superior cervical ganglion cells 

The nature of the decrease in blood-cerebrospinal fluid barrier 
exchange during postnatal brain development in the rat 

Ionic mechanisms of action potential prolongation at low 
temperature in guinea-pig ventricular myocytes 

Charge inactivation in the membrane of intact frog striated 
muscle fibres 

Action of histamine on single smooth muscle cells dispersed 
from the rabbit pulmonary artery 

Cytosolic calcium homeostatis in bovine parathyroid cells and 
its modulation by protein kinase C 

Protein kinase C modulates hormone secretion regulated by 
extracellular polycations in bovine parathyroid cells 

Inhibitory synaptic currents in stellate cells of rat cerebellar 
slices 

P-Adrenergic enhancement of inhibitory synaptic activity in rat 
cerebellar stellate and Purkinje cells 

Ca2 entry through Na -Ca2 exchange can trigger Ca2 release 
from Ca 2, stores in Na -loaded guinea-pig coronary myocytes 
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polarization in dendrites of turtle motoneurones in vitro 
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Purine nucleoside transport and metabolism in isolated rat 
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COMPUTER-GENERATED VIEWS OF NEUROSCIENCE 

Figure for the article by John Chad, Edward Stockley & Howard Wheal on computer 
views In neurosclence 

A Reconstructionofa single hippocampalpyramidalneurone 
from successive z-sections, which wereused as an input to a 
circuitsimulation model to predict the electricalresponses. 
The neuroneshas been displayed as a shaded 3-D solid viwed 
from near to the apicaldendrite,with the somaandbasal 
dendriticfield shown recedingfrom the point of view. Over 
this structureismappeda progressivecolourscale from red 
through green topurple representing membrane voltage. The 
effects ofan excitatory synapticinput to theforeground 
dendriticbranch point has been calculated.The conductance 
change was simulatedasan alphafunction with 9nS peak at 
2.8ms. This image representsthe voltage spreadafter 2.4ms; 
colour is used to show the changein voltage from a uniform 
restingpotential.The apicaldendritehasbecome depolarised 
by A5.26mV (red), the soma is becoming depolarised 
(A3.5mV; green), but the basal dendritesarestill at the 
restingmembrane potential(ADmV; purple). 

B andB'Sectionsof spiny apical dendrite;carboxyfluorescein 
was injected from a glass voltage-recordingmicroelectrode 
into individual,viable, pyramidalneurones within an intact 
hippocampalslice.The carboxyfluoresceindi'uses throughout 
the neuritespermittingCLSM imagingof whole cell 
structureas well as dendriteand aondetails.The dendrite 
was sectioned at 0.5pin intervalswith a x6O oil immersion 
lens, permittingsubmicron resolution.Individualsections 
were digitallyfilteredand this dataused to producea solid 
isosurfacemodel of the dendrite(voxels of equal magnitude 
are linked together to produce a3-D contour). The 3-D model 
was then rotatedto appropriateperspectives and lit from 
multiplelight sources in order to producethe structures 
shown. Individualspinesof varying sizes can be seen. 

C Data visualisationofminimal EPSCsrecordedfrom a 
hippocampalpyramidal neuroneusing whole-cell patch clamp 
techniques. As described in the text, multiple responsesto 
pairsof minimal stimuliare aligned at the beginningof 
individual tracesand displayed as a surface.However, rather 
than the z-axis representingtime as in a conventional raster 
plot, the dataisranked accordingto signalamplitudeat the 
recordingpoint indicatedby the arrow.In this case it was 
aligned to the peakof the first,fast EPSC responses.In order 
to illustrate,in addition,the occurrenceof the recording 
through time, we have used colour as represented in the solid 
bar,early being red. In this case the lack of stationarityof the 
datacan be seen as banding of the colours,representingthe 
occurrenceof d*erentsets of response levels at different times 
through the experiment. 

D Multiple z-sections through an individualIndo-1 loaded 
dissociated hippocampal pyramidalneurone. This neurone has 
been exposed to the metabotropicreceptorantagonistACPD 
(l00pM). Pairsof images at each level have been filtered and 
ratioed in orderto measureCa-. Sections have been 
reconstructedwith exaggeratedz-spacing in orderto reveal 
the Ca- levels within each section. The datawas analysed 
with a contour finding technique in which areas of equivalent 
Ca- areconnectedby aline. The coloursof these linesare set 
such that blue is at the resting (<lOOnM)level and red ishigh 
(>50OnM). The datashows a strong Ca gradientthrough 
thecell, the changes being considerablyhigherin the 
perinuclearregion. 
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